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I. INTHODUGTIOH 
file success wMcJi plant breeder® b&re obtained in the 
hybridization of corn, thTOiagh crossing inbred lines, has 
been a challenge to animal breeders to do similar work. 
fiiis challenge, at least in part, has been met by poultry 
breeders. Hybrid chickens are being sold comraercially today. 
About 10 percent of the chicks sold in Iowa during the 1948 
hatching season were hybrids. To a lesser extent, this 
challenge is being met by other animal breeders. Some inbred 
boars are being sold for coaraercial use. Inbreeding is pro­
ceeding at a slower pace with other types of animals. Ex­
periments are under way using sheep, dairy cattle, and beef 
cattle buti since their reproductive rate is lower, inbreeding 
progress will be slower than with criiokens and hogs. 
Ml important phase in the hybridization of animals is 
the deirelopffient and aaintenance of inbred lines to produce 
hybrids. 
An inbred line is developed from the mating of related 
animals, frequently full-sibs or half-sibs, for several 
generations. The primary effect of inbreeding is to make 
more of the gene pairs homozygous. As a consequence of this 
increased homozygosity, the individuals may show some decline 
in merit. This is to be expected if one assumes that most 
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recessive genes have less deslratole effects than their alleles, 
and that both recesslves ana dominants approach homozygosity 
at the same rate, fhe decline in vigor resulting from in­
breeding is perhaps the iioet important single limiting factor 
in the developiteiit of inbred lines. Many inbred lines will 
become completely lost daring the course of inbreeding, so 
that one would want to start a sufficiently large number in 
the hopes that some of theai will withstand the adverse effects 
of Inbreeding. 
Little is known regarding the nature of these adverse 
effects of inbreeding. It appears that some species are 
easier to inbreed than others. For example, Wright (1922a) 
inbred guinea pigs for 1? to 28 generations and obtained a 
definite decline in vigor, while King (1918a) Inbred rats for 
28 generations with no apparent decline in vigor. Logically, 
one might therefore suspect that breeds, if they differ gene­
tically to any important degree, may respond differently 
to the effects of inbreeding. There is no evidence in the 
literature that chickens differ in ttiis respect, but ob­
servations ®ake it appear that more success has been obtained 
in inbreeding Leghorns than other breeds. Might we, therefore, 
assmie that strains within breeds also differ in their 
ability to withstand inbreeding? 
Another interesting question is whether inbreeding is 
less harmful under certain environmental circumstances than 
others. For example, is Inbreeding more severe In Its effect 
one year than in another? 
The solutions to tiies® ana. other protoleais pertaining to 
inbreeding are desirable in order that the development of 
inbred lines and hybrids becomes more a matter of scientific 
construction and less the result of chance and fortune. 
II. REYIEW OF LITERATURE 
A, Inbs^eaing in General. 
East and Jones (1919) gave a very good review of the 
earlier work in inbreeding. These authors credited Darwin 
as being the first aian to fully appreciate the need of con­
trolled experiments to determine exactly what is involved 
in inbreeding. Darwin first attempted to generalize on the 
effect of inbreeding from published reports and found that 
it was impossible to detect the real influences of inbreeding 
by generalizing froro a series of isolated facts. After this 
unsuccessful study with published data, Darwin began a series 
of Inbreeding experiments with plants, which stimulated in­
terest among both botanists and zoologists. 
King (1918a) made continuous brother-sister matlngs with 
rats for 88 generations. She found that continuous inbreeding 
caused neither a loss of vigor nor a decrease in size. The 
largest and most vigorous rats were selected as breeders. 
Theoretically, 'Silth random matlngs, full-slbs would be homo-
zygous for 96 percent of their genes after full-sib laatings 
for 15 generations. She thinks that by having selected as 
breeders the pairs of rats wMch were alike as to size and 
vigor, the percent homozy^sity would be even greater than 
the theoretical expectation. 
King {1918l>) also found that inbreeding did not decrease 
either the productiveness or vigor of the rats. Loeb (1945) 
stated that one of King's t« strains of rats died out 
between the 92iid and 102nd generation, while the other strain 
went through 106 consecutlTe brother-sister matings. 
fright (1922a, 1922b) inbred guinea pigs over a period 
of 13 years. He observed rather wide yearly fluctuations, 
but a declining trend in vigor for all characters. This 
decline was ®ost noticeable in the frequency and size of 
litter. The esqjressions of vigor were independent, and there 
appeared to be no heredity for general vigor. Although no 
selection had been practiced for color pattern, this trait 
had become auto®atically fixed in each line. Relatively few 
aionstrositiee were produced by the guinea pigs in either the 
inbred or control gTOups. A given type of monstrosity was 
characteristic of a certain line. There was no relationship 
betvfeen the vigor of & line and the presence or absence of 
HionstTOBlties. The degree of vigor was not uniform for a line. 
One family which was very weak in early generations later 
became quite vigorous. Wright found that inbreeding brought 
out and fixed certain characters. The inbred families were 
usually characterized by some particular combination of 
traits. Some of these traits were points of strength, suid 
others were points of weakness or undesirability. 
Wright and Eaton (1929) continued inbreeding the above 
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strains of guinea pigs up to 28 generations of fuH-sib 
Ratings. The intored stock as a group, even in the absence 
of selection, siMSwed no further decline in vigor after the 
first 12 generations of full-slto matings. Homozygosity haft 
practically been attained, after 12 full-sib matings and was 
not disturbed by frequent nutations. However, even with 
fixed genetic differences, the reactions among lines to 
yearly environmental changes were so great that the ranking 
of the lines according to fecundity and mortality percentages 
was not constant. 
Strong (1936) Inbred mice for 55 generations. All of 
the matings were brother-sister except six. These exceptions 
occurred when brethers were not available at the desired 
time; sire-daughter aatings were substituted, these mice were 
very homoaygous for the presence or absence of spontaneous 
tumors. Mo reference wag a&de as to their general vigor. 
Loeb (1945) used King's strain of rata and Wright's 
strain of guinea pigs in transplantation experiments to 
detemin© degrees of relationship. If muscle or other tissues 
were taken from one portion of the body and transplanted in 
another part of the body it would cause only a slight reaction. 
A stronger reaction would occur if the tiesues were taken 
from one animal and transplanted into its brother. When the 
donor and host were unrelated, the reaction to the trans­
planted tissue was even greater. A still more violent 
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reactlon occurred when the donor and host were of different 
species. When the host and donor were inbred brothers, the 
reaction to transplanted tissue was less severe than when 
they were non-inbred bothers. A transplantation between 
full brothers, if hoaiozygosis were complete, should not 
cause a aore severe reaction than would occur if the tissue 
were transpleaited within the saae aniinal. 
Loeb conoluded that ling's inbred strain of rats were 
only slightly more homozygous as a result of 67 generations 
of Inbreeding. However, frem the 67th to 102nd generation, 
there appeared to be a considerable gain in homozygosity. 
Yet, the amount of homozygosity was still considerably less 
than expected. He speculated that tMs deviation from ex­
pected results laay have been due to mutation. Also, he 
believed that by selecting the raost vigorous animals as 
breeders, the heterozygotes were chosen. Loeb's work in­
dicated that the approach to hoaiozygosity with guinea jjigs 
was much more rapid than w'th rats, fhe guinea pigs appeared 
to approach more rapidly toward homozygosity after 5 or 6 
generations of full-sib matlngs than did Klng*s rats. 
It is interesting to note that King's inbred rats, which 
faile# to show the decline in vigor eo comraonly observed 
as a result of inbreeding animals and plants, also failed 
to show tii© degree of expected homozygosity as determined 
by transplanting tissue. 
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Ciowen and Joimeon (1946) reported on a strain of Dro-
sopMla which was mated brother-sister for 92 generations. 
The mean egg production in this strain was 389 eggs, and 
the standard deviation was 193 eggs, Ctensiderable variation 
in egg production was exhibited toy this strain, even after 
92 generations of full-gib matings. Generally» the more 
highly inbred lines had a lower and more unlfora egg pro-
duction than the less inbred lines. 
B. Inbreeding on Egg Production in the Fowl. 
Dryden (1915), in one of the first experiments reported 
on inbreeding of poultry, stated that inbreeding resulted in 
fewer eggs and more variation among Individuals. Inbreeding 
did not fix the characters for unifomlty of egg production, 
fie did not report either the degree of inbreeding, other than 
some dam-son mating, or the size of his experiment. 
Cole and Halpin (1916), at Wleconsin, were among the first 
to report an ejqperlment on brother-sister matings In fowl 
over a period of years. The first brother-sister matings 
were made in 1912. As it was planned not to select for any 
factor thought to be of vital importance in the Rhode Island 
Reds, selection was based on plumage color. Selection was 
made for the best color aiaong the progeny of a single hen, 
provided she had at least 10 daughters and 2 sons. The inbreds 
showed some decrease in egg production and a definite decrease 
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In faatchability, A later report in "The Wisconsin Annual 
Heporf* (1922) stated that in 1916 only one cMck was hatched 
from all the Inbred birds wrdch were being selected for 
plumage color, and that this bird died before maturity. The 
four lines started in 1912 had all become extinct in four 
years. 
Cole and Halpln (1922) stated that, with the inbred 
birds selected for pluEoage color, the decline in hatchability 
was more severe than that of egg production. A second series 
of experiments on inbreeding were started in 1917. Consec­
utive brother-sister matingB were repeated in these experi­
ments, but tliis time selection was based on good hatctiability 
and strong, vigorous chicks. General vitality was maintained, 
although there was some loss in egg production during the 
first four years. Dunn (1928) stated that these lines also 
died out. 
Goodale (1919), at Massachusetts, made full-sib matings 
for one or two generations with a few birds. The very best 
birds were from the outcross aatlngs and the very poorest 
from the inbred matings. Some of the inbred individuals were 
better than some outbred individuals, as TOUld normally be 
expected. At this early date, he predicted that the beet way 
to renew commercial egg flocks would be to cross strong, 
high-producing Inbred lines and make the cross anew each year. 
Goodale (1926) reported on systematic brother-sister 
matings which were started with Leghoims in 1921. The 
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generation jted a mean annual egg production of 224 eggs, 
but in tiae tJae production di^pped to 113 eggs. The mean 
pTOduction records in tiie next three inbred generations 
were 124, 122, 111 eggs, respectiTely. Selection waa based 
on h tchability and livabilit^ of the chicks, rather than 
®i:g pTOduction. There was a wide variation among the 
generations in age at first egg. 
Hays (1924) reported the results of inbreeding on egg 
production which was started at Massachusetts in 1919. The 
foundation stock were birds which had been pedigreed for 
six years and which had no comraon ancestor during that tire. 
There were only four females in the original inbred matings, 
two in the second generation, and seTen in the third. There 
was a general decrease in winter ©gg pi^duction with in­
creased inbreeding, which Mays attributed to slower sexual 
maturity and decreased rate of winter production. He con-
eluded that winter egg yield showed a tendency to decline 
after the degree of inbreeding passed 25 percent. As only 
one of the birds used in his experiment had an Inbreeding 
coefficient between 0 sund S© percent, this data did not show 
whether inbreeding of less than 25 percent caused a d^ecrease 
in winter egg production. 
Hays (1989) conducted another series of experiments from 
1923 to 1989, There were from 4 to 88 inbred matings each 
year in this test. Hegults of this experiment Indicated 
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tlmt MMs of diverse ancestry could be inbred with greater 
safetj tiiian those of restricted ancestry. Age at sexual 
maturity was not consistently retarded by inbreeding in this 
series of ej^erlments» Howe'rer, there was a consistent 
decrease in annual egg production as inbreeding increased. 
Haye observed that physiological factors determining egg 
production: i.e. early maturity, inteaaity of production, 
persistency^ and pauses did not become more uniform as in­
breeding increased in the restricted ancestry group, but 
the control birds, which had a raore diverse ancestry, did 
become more uniform when inbred. 
Kays (1934) used Rhode Island Eeds again in a third 
series of inbreeding experiraents. three lines were started, 
each line consisting of a male and three females. The size 
of these lines never exceeded five full-sib raatlngs per year. 
In tMs series, a standard of Minimum yearly qualification 
was drawn up. Bird® were placed in the breeding pen if they 
met the requirements of the standard up to that time. It 
was intended to save chicks only from the breeders which 
qualified, but it was necessary to use the birds in some 
eases which canie nearest to qualifying. One line was dis­
continued in the third generation because nnne of the birds 
ea«© reasonably close to the qualifying standard- The 
refflaining two lines were crossed. Inbreeding had very 
haraful effects on the physiological factors of egg production 
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in tills experiment. 
Punn (19E3) reported, in conelderable detail, the 
Gofineetlcut experiment on oontinued inbreeding. This work 
was started in 1920, and data were collected on fecundity 
and other characteristics of the fowl. An attempt was made 
to ©li!ii,nate -rariation in the characters studied in this 
flock «?hich descended from three females and one male. 
Because the birds in this experiment had common ancestors, 
some Inbreeding had ocemrred before the full-sib matings 
started in 19??0. Pour brotner-si ster aatlngg were the origin 
of the first four Inbred lines. Two of the lines died out 
in the second generation. The parental stock averaged 152 
eggs, and' the first generation inbreds laid 87 eggs in com­
parison with 121 eggs for the control group. No culling was 
practiced In this experiment. A disease outbreak occurred 
in the Fg generation and the inbreds produced only 42 eggs 
and the controls 90 eggs. Winter egg production in the F2_ 
generation was less than one-third that of the parent stock 
and about one-half that of the controls. In the Pg generation, 
winter production was 6 eggs for the inbreds and 18 for the 
controls. Inbreeding also caused an increase %n age at sexual 
maturity. The and Fg were 25 and 34 days older at first 
egg, respectlTely, than their controls. This strain of fowl 
did not stand up ufia..er full-sib matings. 
Punn (1928) later reported on 4 other inbred lines which 
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were inbi»ed for three to four generations. The re was a 
decline in egg production i,n all lines. In general, the 
results mre quite siiiilar to the first experiment. In the 
leTen years of inbreeding W.Ate Leghorns, he had not "been 
able to go beyond five generations of full-sibbing without 
having to resort to less intense Inbreeding In order to 
maintain the line. 
Dunkerly, (1930) of England, inbred White Wyand.ottes, 
Riiode Island Rede, and White Leghorns from 1925-1928, He 
used two systems of inbreeding. The first consisted of 
father-daughter mating in which the dam and sire were un­
related, The second systeu was a brother-sister mating, 
followed the next year by the same sire on his o«m daughters. 
Both systems of inbreeding produced birds which were signi­
ficantly older than the controls when they laid their first 
Ee concluded that the production ana maintenance of 
a hlgi'ily fecund stock was aore likely fro© outbreeding than 
from the methods of inbreeding he used. 
A later and more detailed report of the above experiment 
covering a nine ye&r period '^as published by the Great 
Britain Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (1934). As In 
the previous report. Inbreeding never extended beyond a 
period of two years. Breeders were selected on a basis of 
general appearance, vigor, and the number of daughers. 
Annual production of the inbreds -w&b less than the controls 
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for all three breeds. Many of the differences between the 
lnbrecl8 an<3 controls were not significant, perhaps, because 
of the small ntjmber .of Individuals involved, 
Jull (1933) Made brother*-sister iiiatlngs for three years 
with White Leghorns, The parent stock laid, 25 eg.'^e during 
the first 50 days of production, while the F generation laid 
o 
15 eggs. Annuel egg production decreased from 168 eggs for 
the dams to 76 eggs in the third generation of full-eib 
aatirxgs. This decrease was largely due to slower sexual 
maturity and, a decreased rate of production. 
Waters and Lambert (1936a, 1936b) reported on the results 
of inbreeding Leghorns for 10 years at Iowa. This experiment 
was on a larger scale and had laore variation in amount of 
inbreeding in different faullieg than previous studies. 
FaJBlly 1 was mated si re-daughter for the first generation, 
followed by consecutive generations of brother-sister raatings . 
The birds hatched in the 8th generation were 82 percent inbred , 
which was a higher inbreeding coefficient than had been 
previously reported for fowl. However, because only three 
chlcics were hatched in this generation, the line could not be 
continued by full-sib natlngs. These investigators studied 
the effect of inbreeding on egg production for the months of 
January through March, on the first 200 days of production, 
and on annual production. Inbreeding seemed to have little 
effect on egg production for the •uErintsr months. There was a 
laarked decrease in egg production for the firet 200 days as 
15^ 
the Inbreeding coefficients increased from 0 to 50 percent, 
ftie change in Inbreeding froa 50 to 70 percent was accompanied 
by a sligiTit increase in 200 day production. Whether this 
repreaerited a real influence of inbreeding, or was due to 
sampling emr, was not known. Inbreeding had not increased 
the age at sexual maturl.ty, even though no special selection 
was made for early sexual msturity. Actually, this early work 
at Iowa showed that, .as inbreeding increased, bird.s lais their 
first egg at an earlier age. 
In a report by Waters (1945) on data from 15 inbred lines 
of Leghorns developed at"the Regional Poultry Laboratory at 
East Lansing, Michigan, inbreeding was not found to exert any 
important effect on.changing age at sexual maturity. 
Inox. (1946) Inbred ©any lines of birds at the U.S.D.A. 
Researcii Center, Beltsville, Maryland, and discarded moat of 
them, Homrever, one line of Inbred Rhode Island Rfde was 
exceptionally good> The range of annual production over a 
5 year period was 115 to 238 eggs for thi.s inbred line and. 
15& to 208 for the control line. A sifflilar comparison of 
means was not given. From tabular material the superiority 
in sjinual production of the inbred line w:;.s 30 eggs before in­
breeding started, and 3,.-10, -80, 12 eggs with each succeeding 
generation. There was no statiGtical analysis presented as 
to t.lie eignificance of the difference between the hybrids and 
controls. This line had 60 percent inbreeding in the last 
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generation reported. 
V/ilson (1947), using flats, obtained at Iowa State College, 
found, that the regression of ©gg production on inbreeding was 
-.1? percent, fhe analysis was laafle on an intra-year, intra-
sire basis, Bonaally,, all the females to which a sire is 
mated have, about t,l:ie same araount of inbreeding. This lack 
of vsiriation in Inbreeding among the daras within a sire-
year grcjup stakes this estimate of regression rather unreliable. 
Shoffner (1948) found the regression of egg production 
on inbreeding wa.® -.926 +.068 eggs and. the regression of 
sexual maturity on inbreeding was .597 days. These re-
gresaions were determined on an intra-sire baeis. These dat.3. 
were oirer a 4 year period and collected fro® White Leg'-~orns, 
Wiaite Plyaouth Rocks., Mew Haapshlres,and some birds of cross­
bred origin. 
Pease fl948) made continuous full-sib matings in Ens-land. 
He started 20 pens, and at the end of 5 years, only one line 
of Leghorns was fit for further breeding. There seemed to be 
a general loss of •rigor rather than any clear cut abnormality. 
He found tnat & line may be quite poor and then make a 
remarkable recovery. His Line G had only t™-;o males and two 
femal€?s mature from a.ll tiie chicks hatched in 1936. Tnis line 
would ri;-v,w becoffie extinct if It were not for one mating wiilch 
proved to be unusually successful. There were five lines 
oarriecl.' in thi® English experiment. One of t.he lines was 
Imported from the Iowa station, and another was from a cross 
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of the Io?ia stock on one of their Inbred, llnee. There T^as a 
max^ied decline .in egg production in all lines for the first 
few generations, fhen 'there was a leveling out period and 
sometimes a partial recovery. Pease's birds are reported to 
be unusually uniform in appearance. However, they i^-ere still 
quite variable for the aeasuratole traits. Body weight at 
maturity and egg size showed a slight trend toward uniformity, 
but age at maturity, egg production, and final b<Sdy weight 
ciid not become less variable with inbreeding. He explained, 
this lack of unifomlty on the basis of the breeders having 
been selected for vitality ,jfather than at random. The most 
Vigoi^us birds, he assumed, were the heterozygotes. 
C. fime Factor of Igg Production in the Fowl. 
Atwood (1929) observed that birds with a long cycle of 
egg production had a shorter interval between the laying of 
successive eggs. The birds with a short length of time be­
tween the. eggs of a clutch were usually t/ie most pTOlific 
layers. 
Hays {1936) found that the season of year had co",;siderable 
influence on the length of time between eggs within a clutch. 
When egg pr-oduction began in October, the eggs within a cycle 
were about 26 hours apart. There was a consietent increase in 
time between eggs until February, when this interval was 
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about 27.7 hours. Then there was a decrease to a ralnlmum of 
25.7 hours between eggs in March and April, This was followed 
by a alight increase to about 26 hours between egrrs by June. 
The time interval remained at this level through September, 
Tiie period of heaviest egg production wa.s usually associated 
with the shortest Interval betv^een successive eggs in a 
clutch. During the winter, there was a constant decline in 
clutclj size, as the time Interval between eg.^a increased up 
to about 28.5 hours. 
Hays (1938) later reported on the time interval between 
clutches. He found that, in general, when the interval between 
eggs within a clutch was short, that the interval bet-veen 
clutches was long, and vice versa. During the winter when 
the interval between eggs was about 27 hours, or relatively 
long, there was an. interval of about 2 days between clutches. 
In ti^e spring, when the time between eggs was about 26 hours, 
3 £5iui 4 day intervals between clutches were common. Small 
clutch size in winter, hG\»ever, was associated with long 
intervalg between clutches. 
It thus appears that two birds, with th^ same rate of 
prod'ucticn, say differ considerably in the length and frequency 
of their cycles. 
Keywang (19S8) found that age, restricted diet intake, 
or close confinement, did not affect the mean time interval 
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l)«tweeii guccesslT© ©gge. Eowerep^ the mean length of time 
between ©ggs In eycles of 2, 3 ana 4 eggs was significantly 
longer in the Leghorns than in the Rhode Island Reds. 
Leraei* and faylor (1939) , defined degree of winter pause 
as the percent of hen-days from HoTember to February spent 
in pauses of 7 or more days duration. Two flocks of birds 
were analyzed, one being found to have a 21.9 degree of 
pause, and the other 11,4. In the first group the length of 
pauee was most Mghly correlated with the degree of pause. 
Within the latter flock, the frequency of pause periods was 
ifiore important than its length. He found evidence that 
degree of pause was influenced by the genetic eonstitutlon of 
the bird, date of hatch, and season. 
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III. DATA STUDIED 
A. Origin of Lines 
fhe original stoek for tiaie study oonsisted of Single 
Goffib WMIe l»egiK>nas, wJbaoli were purohaeed fro® a breeder near 
Aaes, Iowa, in 1923. Some exhibition type females and a 
production bred m&lm (Tancred) were added to the original 
floofc before Itg?, 
Pull-sib ffiatings ©ommenced in 192?. The first six 
families, or so-oalled lines, traced back to six males and 
sewn females. Water and Laabert (1936a>, described these 
lines and their pedigrees. FreTious to 1932, Inbreeding in 
the floek was only laoderate, resulting mainly from line 
breeding to fancred Triple Imperial Male Ho. 823» Up to 
tills time only one subline was de't^loped as an offshoot of 
the ®ain flook. fM @ was Line 1 (oalled Family 1 by Waters 
and Lambert, 1936a) and was inbred intensely by brother-
sister aatings. After 1933, aore intense systems of in­
breeding were followed for the entire flock. As a result, 
the original inbred flock was split into a number of non-
interbreeding sublines. 
In this study, a line is considered as a group of birds 
descending fiKjra an inbred mating and fflaintalned as a closed 
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flock. Mhenerer new blood wag introduced, a new line number 
designated that particular group. For example, line 3 
originated with the full-sib mating D308 in 1935. All 
Individuals in line 3 were desesndants of family or raating 
D208. fheir ancfgtry cannot be traced to any birds before 
1933 wltiiout going through D208, As an additional example , 
birds from Line 7 were crossed \!flth Line 3 in 1935. The 
introduction of Line 7 blood terminated Line 3 and started 
Line 4. In 1940 some of the Line 4 males were top crossed 
on non-inbred females. The progeny of this mating started a 
new inbred line wMch was numbered. 5. 
fable 1 si'iows 35 sublines which are designated• as to 
source, date each began, date ended, years it was maintained 
as a closed floclr, and the lines in which it has been con­
tinued. For example. Line 1 died out in 1937, bat its blood 
is still carriea In Lines 12 and 18, On the average, sub­
lines. were maintained as closed flocks for only 5 years. 
B. The Data, 
Mot all of the possible ds.ta ?/ere used in this study* 
Only lines represented by a least 50 individuals each, and 
not less than 5 individuals per year were used. Also lines 
must have extended over a period of three or more years. 
Because of these restrictions, lines starred with a single 
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fable 1. Suwiary of Lines from 192? Through 1946 
Line 
auiaber Source 
Year 
•^ Tgin fnd 
Span Lines in which 
in years continued 
Inbreds 
1 Foundation stock 1927 1937 11 12, 18 
2* 1 X 12 1937 1938 2 None 
3 D208 1934 1956 3 12 
4 3 x 7  1933 1944 12 24, 25 
5 4 X non-inbreds 1940 7+ 14 
5 X 12 1947 1947 1 None 
7 0206 1934 1937 4 4 
8 FllO, 114 1933 1939 7 27 
9 C170, 180 1932 1936 5 None 
10* 
11 
9 X <J Inbred G-enetlcs 
male 
F8a 
1936 
1935 
1936 
1941 
1 
7 
None 
16, 18 
25 
12 Inbred. G-enetlcs male 
X(1 and 2 females) 1935 1944 10 16, 24 
28 
13* 12 X 16 1941 1943 3 None 
14 13 X 5 1943 1945 3 Mone 
15* 14 X 22 1944 4+ None 
16 11 X 12 1937 1942 0 13, 20 
29 
17 16 X 11 1939 8+ 30, 32 
18^  1 X 11 1939 1941 3 None 
19 18 X 11 1940 7+ None 
EO Mount Bope x 16 1939 1945 7 None 
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Table 1. ..(Continued) 
Line Sou-pee Year Span Lines in which 
number . Origin End. in years continued 
21 20 X 24 1#43 44- None 
22 Idaho non-inbred ' 1940 1944 5-- 12 
23 22 X 24 1943 4+ Hone 
.24 English inbred Male 
X(4 and IS females) 1940 7+ 21 
85 4, 11» 12, 16 1939 8+ None 
26 Oklahoma Blxhibition 1943 1946 4 None 
27 Lines 8 and 11 1941 1944 3 None 
28* 27 X 12 1943 1944 2 None 
29« 27 X 16 1943 1944 2 None 
30^  27 3£ 17 1944 3+ None 
31 l.J. inbreds, 12 and 
16 1942 5+ None 
32 Double Gross 
(K.J. Inbred X 17) 
(Minn, Inbred X 
Vet. Res.) 1944 3+ None 
Non-inbreds 
33 Foundation stock 1986 1936 11 34 
34 33 X R.O.P. Males 1936 1942 7 35 
35 34 X Idaho Mon-
inbreds 1940 7-I- None 
Lines not included in the analysis. 
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asterisk iii fable 1 were not wsed. The aean nuiaber of birds 
p«r line lnolua#d in the an-alysis W8^ s 29§. 
Three noa-inbred gioups or lines were also included 
in this study. Since" each of these oonslsted of a large 
Riaiber of birds per line-jear smbolass, systematic samples^ 
© f app xi ma t ©1 y, ZOO bl rds we re drawi. 
a^eords of blM® hatched before Becember 29th of the 
noiwal hatching season were not included. 
fabl© 2 aiKsws the Huaiber of individuals classified by 
lines .and years. There were birds in the 23 inbi^d 
lines arid 5,E24 birds in the 5 non-inbred lines raaking a 
total of 9,999. 
The following infomation was recorded and placed on 
punehed cards for each bird included in the study; 
Itear hatched. 
Line number. 
Inbreeding coefficient of sire. 
&4ean egg production rate of sire's sisters. 
Age of da«. 
Inbreeding coefficient of daa. 
1 
Saaples of 200 were considered of adequate size 
because the stand^-rd error of the ae^ egg production of 
suc^ m giKJup should sot be more than 5 percent of the mean. 
TaMe 2. Line by Year Classification of iMi^iduals Used in Analysli 
Line ' Years 
RMSber •52 *33 *34 *3fe '36 ^ 37 *38 * 39 *40 '4l *42 *43 <44 *45 * 46 fotal 
Inbredi 
1 5 34' 47 5 23 17 131 
3 16 71 103 24 214 
4 32 62 34 • 54 87 57 22 7 9 2 366 
5 21 00 33 119 62 53 7 285 
7 12 17 54 27 110 
8 26 26 53 47 152 
9 28 50 96 40 8 222 
11 24 46 58 66 29 223 
12 45 54 53 84 99 63 32 IS 442 
14 38 21 19 78 
16 78 90 80 48 33 41 370 
17 98 65 46 49 116 77 107 78 636 
19 7 6 9 15 38 25 10 110 
20 110 109 85 37 104 3 17 465 
21 26 61 22 38 147 
£2 171 141 150 102 26 590 
23 19 54 106 55 234 
24 38 51 61 62 26 22 10 270 
26 89 97 103 75 174 136 57 97 828 
26 23 64 64 40 191 
27 31 5 9 13 58 
31 63 70 82 205 
32 184 203 61 448 
Non-inbreds 
33 232 199 202 216 172 1021 
34 203 213 207 203 193 89 24 29 1161 
55 40 120 214 130 182 136 220 1042 
Total 265 311 433 545 645 506 548 795 909 759 717 975 992 901 698 9999 
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Mean egg production rate of the dam's sisters, 
iricluding the dam. 
Ti®e of hatch (week). 
Inbreeding coefficient of the Individual. 
Age at first egg. 
Egg production rate before Jan. 1 (Period 1). 
Egg production rate from Jan. 1 through 
April 30. (Period 2). 
Egg production rate after April up to 364 days 
following first egg. (Period 3). 
Total pullet year production rate based on hen-
days from sexual maturity. (Total Period). 
Mean egg production rate for the family in the 
total period. 
Actual number of eggs laid. 
Distribution of periods in which production 
occurred. 
Time of disposal. 
Cause of disposal. 
The Inbreeding coefficients were calculated according 
to Wright (1922o). 
ICnox, et al, (1935) showed egg production could be 
efficiently expressed as a rate. Production rates were not 
influenced by emrlronmental factors as much as by the actual 
number of eggs. Production rates were determined for each 
bird on which a production record was available, up to a 
maximuai of 364 days after the first egg. The product! m rate 
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iias also been determined for each of 3 arbitrary periods. 
It was thought that inbreeding might show. In some seasons, 
an effect on egg production which would be different from 
its effect In other seasons. Production rates were never 
calealated unless they were based upon a period of 30 days or 
more. If a bird were present for 20 days in period 1 and 15 
daye in period 2, it would not be gi-ren a rate for either of 
these periods* However, a rate would be given this hXvd 
for its total period, as it t»ould be based upon a period of 
over 30 days. Requiring that a rate must be based upon an 
interval of 30 days or more eliminates some meaningless pro­
duction rates whicii would otherwise occur. For example, a 
bl.M may lay its first egg and die on the same day. Tills 
production rate, if It were calculated, would have been 
100 percent. Rates based on such a s ^ ort period are obviously 
not indicative of the productive ability of a bird. Thirty 
days was selected as an arbitrary minimum, and this eliminates 
the big percentage variations which occur with rates based 
on small numbers. 
The three production periods previously snoi^n^ roughly 
divided a bird's pullet year production into three equal 
parts. Pullets which started to lay before September 1 would 
have over one-third of their tiaie in period 1. When pullets 
were disposed of on June 1, the third period was short. 
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G. Chameterlstice of the Flock and Management. 
During the 15 years COY©red in this study there were 
©eTeral changes In the personnel responsible for the manage­
ment. ChangeB also occurred In the management in accordance 
wltii the coiimonly followed practices of the time. These 
changes In flock management are shown graphically In Figures1 
through 5. 
fhe trend toward, younger females as breeders in latter 
years is shown In Figure 1. In 1932 only 15 percent of the 
female parents were pullets as compared with 93 percent in 
1946. The relative change was even greater with respect to 
breeders over 3 years old. In 1932 almost 10 percent of the 
breeding flock was composed of tnese older birds, while during 
I 
the last half of this study, birds over 3 years old have 
accounted for less than one-half percent of the total breeding 
flock. Approximately 82 percent of the Inbreds and 34 percent 
of the non-inbred dams were pullets. The non-inbred lines 
(33,34,35) in the earlier years included most of the old hens 
which were used as breeders. 
Females were assigned to one of six categories according 
to their tl®e of disposal. These categories are" sho-m in 
Figure 2. The graph A of this figure shows that almost 40 
percent of the 1932 hatched pullets t^ere kept 364 days or 
longer following their first egg. In 1946 only one and one-
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half percent of the pullets were kept this long. Most of 
the birds were disposed of June 1 hy m<arketlng. The graph 
E shows the birds, without a production rate, which were 
disposed of before they were seven months old. Some of these 
Mrds may ha've laid a few eggs, but they did not lay over a 
so-day period, and consequently have no production rate, 
fhe graph F which represents birds not laying any eggs, 
amounts to slightly over 1 percent of all the pullets housed. 
Ihere was no record of their time of dispoeal. The disposal 
time of birds which laid eggs, but had no recorded disposal 
date, was arbitrarily chosen to be the last day of the month 
in which they laid an egg. 
It was found that 21 percent of the non-inbred birds were 
kept for 365 production days or longer before disposal* while 
only 14 percent of the inbred birds were kept this long. 
Birds were claseified according to cause of disposal 
into the following 8 cate^rles: 
1* Gulle^: birds disposed of by marketing. 
2. Died; those found dead in the pen. 
3. Killed: birds in poor condition and expected to die. 
4. Veterinary: birds sent to the College Veterinary 
Division for diagnosis. 
5. Hot trapped: birds on which trapnesting was dis­
continued. From an individual egg record standpoint, these 
birds were considered as having been, disposed of when 
trapnesting stopped. 
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6. Aacidental death: birds djing from accident, of, 
birds caught in a trap n®st. 
7. Died: of heat,. 
8. Unknonn: no reason gi-ren for the cause of disposal. 
Figure 3 shows the cause of disposal by years« There 
was a definite increase in the percent of birds culled during 
the iBore recent .years. The high percentage of dead birds in 
the early years of the study was due to keeping the birds 
until they were several years old, and does not necessarily 
mean that the mortality was greater. Also the high per­
centage of killed birds in the earlier years was probably 
due to an older population of birds. Age of birds when 
killed was not considered in this study. 
From 1935 to 1943, many more birds were sent to the 
veterinary division for diagnosis than in the other years. 
jDuriog tiiie period all sick and deadbirds were posted, while 
in later years only a few with questionable diseases 'were 
sent to the diagnostic laboratory. 
the "aeeidental deaths", **desd of heat" and ^unkoown'* 
causes of disposal show la graphs f, 0-, and H, respectively, 
of Figure 3, the detail with which the records were kept on 
disposal causes. In 1945, for example, the cause of dis­
posal was unknown for about 30 percent of the birds. 
fhe caus^of disposal by lines failed to show any 
conspicuous differences. As yearly differences are large 
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and all lines do not extend over the same years, comparisons 
between lines, without first removing yearly effects, were 
rather meaningless. 
About 89 percent of the 9,999 birds in this study laid 
one or more eggs during their lifetime as shown by ti.e records. 
Ondoubtedly, some birds consistently laid on the floor and 
not in the trsipnest, and as a result, would be classified as 
never having laid an egg. The percent of all birde wMch 
have production rates in all three, two, or only one period 
is shown by years in figure 4. The graph D of this figure 
shows that 4.S percent of the birds laid some eggs, but not 
over a long enough tiae to give them a rate in any period. 
One of the more surprising observations found in this 
study was tne large number of birds which were never credited 
with having ever laid an egg. io eBtimate was given as to 
how many of these birds may have laid eggs outside of the 
trapnest. From the available records, over 11 percent of all 
the birds housed never laid. Mong the 1936 housed pullets, 
the records show 23 percent of them had 0 production. 
fhe 11 percent of birds which never laid are shown in 
gr^hs E, P, and Q of Figure 4 and are classified as follows: 
The first group, as shown by the G graph, were those birds 
from which there were no eggs, and nothing was known of their 
disposal time or cause. The record showed only that they 
were housed and leg banded. The records of 6 percent of the 
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Mrds were like tMs in 1945. This group of "birds w-s not 
included in statistical analjsls regarding egg pTOdactlon. 
The second group, snown in the graph F included those birds 
wliicL never laid and were disposed of 'before 9 months of age. 
These birds are not inclytded in the statistical analysis of 
®gg pFocluctlon. The third group of Mrds shown In the- graph 
E never laid and were those which were known to be nine 
months or more of age at the time of disposal. This group of 
birds was assigned a rate 0 for each period in which they 
were present 30 days or more after mine months of age. They 
were included In the statistical analysis and had a rate of 
ze ro. 
Figure 5 shows total number of eggs laid per bird. The 
birds in each year were divided into five clashes according 
to nurab':-r of eggs laid; then the percent of birds in each 
category \¥s.s determined witnln years. Glass 1 contains the 
birds vfiiich laid from 1 to 9 eggs; class 2, from 10 to 49; 
class 3, from 50 to 99; class 4, from 100 to 199; and class 5, 
froffl 200 to 299 ©ggs. None of the birds in this study laid 
over 300 eggs. This figure shows tnat 19-32 was an unusually 
good year with 60 percent of the birda laying over 100 eggs. 
TMs was mainly due to tne large proportion of non-inbred 
birds In the floci?" at tMs time, as shoTO in Table 2. Ihe 
years 1937 and 1939 were unf^ivorable for egg production, ae 
-3P?-
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about 30 percent of the birds laid less than 10 eggs 
(Figures 4 and 5). 
The birds were grouptd by lines into the same classes 
of actual egg; numbers as above. The su.-eriorlty of the non-
inbred lines was shown by the small percentage of birds laying 
less than 50 eggs. 
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IV. MOT AT IONS 
The following notations arc used in this study: 
Slgnificari.t (Protoabillty less than .05) 
Highly signlfleant (PTObability less than ,01) 
0 I Sum of the parameter, Q , and the corresponding 
population iaean,^ 
0  I  Expected falue of the parameter 0 
Population mean 
4 f: Inbreeding coefficient of the offspring minus 
that of the parent 
P: Mean total egg production rate of offspring minus 
that of the parent 
Q-eneral regression coefficient of egg production 
rate on inbreeding coefficient 
Regression coefficient of the ^ th line 
b^jj Kegresslon coefficient of the ij.th line-year subclass 
GV( ): Oomriance of the terras wltnin the parentaesis . 
M.S. J  Mean square 
Pfs Rate of egg production for the total pullet year 
Pi: Rate of egg production Before January 1 
P2I Rate of egg j^roductlon from January 1 through April 30 
P3: Rate of egg production after April ,30 up to 364 
production days after first egg 
R( ): Reduction in sum of squares due to the parameter 
estimates sho'jm ti?ithln the parenfnesls 
S. S. I Sum of squares about the sample meaJi 
?( ): Variance of the terra witMn the parenthesis 
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¥. MITHODS H18ULTS OF MALYSIS 
A. Vmse Periods 
1. Method 
A pause is usually eonslderedi as the cessation of laying 
for a period of oTer a week. Egg pTOduction can be expressed 
as a total rate, based on the total number of hen-days,or as 
a net rate based on the number of hen-days minus the total 
days in pauses, fhus, annual egg production can be expressed 
as a total rate times hen-days,or as a net rate times the 
production days which do not include pauses. 
Assuming that inbreeding does lower egg production, the 
question arises as to whether total and net rates are 
affected by inbreeding to the same degree. Is the decrease 
In egg production caused by Inbreeding due to a lower net 
rate or to aiore days spent in long pauses? 
A  preliminary analysis was made to determine -^'^hether in­
breeding had more influence on the pauses of more than seven 
days or on those of a shorter duration. The 1939 data was 
used In this analysis, as seven days per week trapnest records 
were available for this year. This madf^ it possible to analyze 
the pause periods. 
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Qtilf Mrdi wMeh laad a production record for 365 days^ 
af-ter their first egg were used* Tills left a total of 51 
iabred bird© from Lines 3, 11, 12, 16 and 17, suid a total 
of 63 birds from iiliie 20 for the preliminary analysis. Line 
20 originated in 1939 by crossing an inbred male, from Mt. 
Hope Fa» I n  Mas sac hM setts, on females of inbred Lines 16 
and 17. Therefore, the birds in Line 20 were actually single 
eroeses in 1939. 
Owiag to the small nifflber of bii^s in any one inbred 
line isiiioh had a record extending over 2^6 production days, 
.all the inbred M/rds were considered as a single group. There 
were 51 and 63 individuals in the inbred and single cross 
groups, respectively. The inbreeding eoefflcleats for the 
birds in the inbred group varied from 11 to 49 percent. 
The sire of the single erosB line had an inbreeding co­
efficient of 83 percent, and the dams 34 or 48 percent. 
The days on which a bird did not lay were classified 
into the follo^ng three categories for both the inbreds and 
single crosses. The first was a short pause of 7 days be­
tween egg®* The second, was a long pause of more than 7 days 
between eggs* The t.hird category was a final pause which 
included the days after the last egg to the end of 366 hen-
d^s. If there were less than 8 days in the final pause 
1 
The extra day was due to leap year. 
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pejAo&t it classified as short pause. GoiBblned pause is 
the staa of the long pauses anS .final pause. The short pauses 
are not included in eomMned. pause periods. 
Bata were ©ollected on hoth the inbred and single cross 
groups, A reeord was made of the total number of days in 
which each Mr^: (l) laid eggs; (2) spent in short pauses; 
(3) spent in long pauses; (4) was present after her last 
egg. fhe sum of these 4 groups was 366 days for each bird. 
A record, was also i®ade of the number, mean length, and niaxl-
fflua length of pauses. In addition, the date was recorded at 
which the laid-point of the ©axiffluia pause occurred. The means 
and standard deviations of each of these measurements was 
c'alculated. 
fhe Tarlanee of the difference between the Inbreds and 
single crosses for a trait, such as pause, was determined In­
directly. Assuffilng pauses of Inbreds to be uncerrelated with 
those of the single crosses, the expected Talue of the co-
variance ter« is 0. Thus: 
¥(Pause of inbreds minus pause of single crosses) » 
T(Pau@e of Inbreds) V{Pause of single crosses), 
fhe model in this Case is: 
1 4  8 - 1 - 0 -  3 6 6  
where 1 is the number of days on which eggs were laid. S is 
the sum of the days spent in short pauses, G Is the sum of 
days in both long pauses and final pause Ccombined pause), 
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366 Is the hen-days for eaeh bli^a. The eggs and pauses 
&Te eontpletely additive here since they account for the 
entire 366 production days. 
fhe variance and covarlanees involving the short pauses 
were needed for the osleulatlon of path coefficients. These 
values were obtained indirectly as the individual short pause 
periods were not recorded. Transposed, the model becomes: 
— S s* E •f' 0 
where k * 366. fhe variances of these teras ares 
V(k) 4- f{S) -  2Qrim) » V(E) -»• V(G) -I- 2Ck>V(E0). 
As the variance and covarlance of a constant is 0, the 
variance of the short pause can be e3Q>reseed In terms of 
Imown variances and covari&nees as: 
V(S) « ?(E) ^ ?CC) + ZQ^iEQ). 
The covarlance between the short pause and other variables, 
such as eggs, was fomnd by: 
— G « iE S 
¥(G )« y(E) 4- V(S) 4 2CV(ES) 
GV(ES) * I  |^V<C) -  V(E) -  V(S^. 
Determining the variances and covariances Involving the short 
pauses in this way is wore expedient th^ by the direct method. 
2. Re sul t g 
The distribution of hen-days according to eggs laia and 
pause periods for both the inbred and the single cross groups 
ie shown In Table 3. This table also shows the mean and 
standard deviation of eacn group, the difference between means 
witiri its standard deTiation, and the mean ana standard devia­
tion of the coiibined inbreds and single crosses. 
The mean number of eggs produced in 366 hen-days and its 
stand&rd error was 76 +5,2 for the inbreds and 144 i 4,8 
for the single crosses. The production of the single crosses 
was alraost double that of the inbrede, while the standard 
deviation for the two groups was shown to be about the same. 
Since the difference between egg production means is approxi­
mately 10 tliaes its standard error, it is unquestionably 
si^lfi cant. 
The total time spent in short pauses was 81 days for the 
inbreds agal-hst the 85 days for the single crosses. This 
difference was not significant. If laying condition were 
defined as tnat state which enables a bird to lay at least 
one egg per week, these results show that Inbreds and single 
crosses do not differ in the number of eggs laid while the 
birds were in a laying condition. The outstanding difference 
was in tiie length of the combined pause periods. The inbreds 
spent a mean total of 146 + 9 days in long pauses and the 
fable 3. Means and Standard De-rlations 
of Production Days and Pause Periodi 
Inbreds Single Grosses Bifftrence fotal 
Mean S.I). Mean S.D. "" Mean S.D, Mean S.D. 
Nuffiber birds 61 63 114 
Annual egg production ?6 38 144 38 88** 7 114 SO 
total days in short pause 81 56 85 26 4 6 83 31 . 
Total days in long pause 146 66 116 56 30## 11. 6 129 62 
fotal days in final pEute 63 79 21 26 42«« 11. 5 40 60 
fotal days in combined pause 209 
(long pause plus final pause) 
68 157 56 11. 8 169 71 
Mean number long pause periods 4,9 2.2 3.0 1.6 4 3.8 2.1 
Mean length long pause 38 18 45 26 13## 4 39 23 
MaxifflUffi long pause period 68 45 66 32 2 •z. 4 67 38 
Center of maximusi long pause Feb.6 114 daysDec.30 90 days 38^ 19. 5 Jan. 15 102 day 
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slngle crosses 116 jr 7 days, wiiioh makes the difference be­
tween these groups 30 ± 11.8 days. This difference is 2.59 
times its standard error, which is apjjroximately the 1 
percent level of signifie.&nee. 
The difference between intoreds and single crosees in 
raean number of days after last egg was highly significant. 
The single crosses continued to lay for 42 days longer than 
the inbreds. The combined pause period showed a highly 
significant difference between single crossee and inbreds. 
The inbreds had 63 percent more pause periods, but the 
aean length of pause for the single crosses was 41 percent 
greater. The differences were highly significant, but since 
these factors are not independent, the frequency and mean 
length of pauses may toe different raeaeures of the same trait. 
The aiaximum length of pause between the Inbreds and 
single crosses was not significantly different. The maxirauia 
pause oceurred 38 days later in the inbreds. This difference 
was significant at tae 5 percent level and indicates that 
the Inbreds raay ha¥e their raaximum pause period later than 
the single crosses. 
The simple correlation between number of eg^s produced 
and the various pauses is shown in Table 4. Snedecor's (1946) 
table siiows that a correlation coefficient, to be significant 
at the 5 percent level, must be at least ,27 for the inbreds, 
.25 for the single crosses, and .18 for the group composed. 
m  
fable 4. Slio^le 0©pr©l&tioni • Prodaction Says 
sna Mtasurefflents of faase 
Short 
paase 
Long 
paas# 
final 
pause 
io. 
Goffibintd long 
pause Dause 
Mtan 
itafth 
long 
sause 
MaxlBua 
length 
long 
^auie 
Midpoint 
of mmx. 
long 
©aus® 
Inbred® ^,*?2 -.35 -.51 -.93 +.04 -.48 -.38 +. S4 
Single 
0rO8ses 4.4? -.83 -.16 -.91 -.08 -.28 -.60 -.13 
^1 •.§0 -.S9 -.49 -.93 -.47 -.05 -.37 -.00 
fable §. Correlations and fath Coefficients 
for Production Dayt and Pause Period® 
Correlation Oo©ffl©i©nts Path Coefficients 
Inbred® 
Single 
crosses 
Corabined 
frKSups Inbred® 
Single 
crosses 
Combined 
groups 
(Combined)(Eggs) -.95 -.91 -.95 0 -1.73 -1.48 -1.42 
(Short) (Egcrs) +.?2 +.47 +.47 g - .88 - .72 -if • 62 
(Combined)(Short) " , 9 2  -.80 -.79 
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of single crosses and inbreds. 
The simple correlations between e g g  production and sr.ort 
pauses are all positive, while most of the other pause measure­
ments have negative correlations with eg^ production. A 
partial correlation between egg production and short pause, 
Independent of combined pause, would necessarily be -1 because 
of the completely additive model. The correlations show that 
of all the days spent in pauses, those in the sD.ort pause 
were aost positively associated with high egg production. 
The combined pause period's correlation with egg pro­
duction rates was high because the long and final pause periods , 
wiiich made up the combined period, "^ere both highly negatively 
correlated with production. 
fhe relation between days spent In producing e g f : r s ,  snort 
pauses, and combined pauses ie shown by the following equation: 
E -I- C S » 366 
Where E is the number of eggs, G  the days In combined pause, 
and S til© da.ys spent on short pause. Tills can be expressed 
by patn coefficients as follows: 
E Is completely deterained by G and S. The correlations 
In Table 5 wirpe determined directly. 
Path coefficients are shown in Table 5 for both inbreds 
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and single crosses. The effect of the comMned pause on egg 
production was approximately twice as Important as the short 
pause for tooth the single crosses and inbreds. 
B. Egg PTOductlon Rates 
Egg production is soaetimes simply expressed as the 
number of eggs laid before some specified date. The corapaid-
son of birds on the basis of this record Is not Justified unless 
the indl"^!duals are equal In some basic time element, such as 
date of hatch or days after first egg. Knox, et al., (1935) 
found that egg production expressed as a rate which was based 
upon hen-days up to March 1, was relatively free of environ­
mental influences such aa dat# of hatch. CJomparlsons of 
breeding values aisong birds of differ^mt hatching or sexual 
maturity dates were more accurate on a rate basis ttian actual 
egg numbers because of the low correlation between rates of 
production and environmental factors. 
TMs analysis on the rates in the three part periods and 
total period was based on 44 inbreds and 63 single crosses. 
All of these birds had a rate in each production period. The 
iieans ^d standard deviations of these rates by periods is 
shown in Table 6. The highest production rates were in periods 
1 and 2. The differences between inbreds and single crosses 
became greater as the laying season progressed. 
The method of path coefficients was used to determine the 
relative contribution of each part year period to the total 
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Table 6. Means and Standard Deviations 
of Egg PTOduotion Rateg 
PI m  P3 PT 
inbreds 
Mean 24 26 14 20 
Standard Dev. 13 15 14 8 
Single Crosses 
Mean 36 50 33 39 
Standard Bev. 12 18 17 10 
pi^duction period f o r  both single erosees and Inbreds. The 
simple correlations used in calculating these path coefficients 
are BiiO-m in Tisble ?. 
fable 7. Simple Correlations Araon® Production 
Rates for Inbreds and. Single Crosses 
P8 P3 PT 
PI Inbreds .59 .12 .78 
F1 Single Crosses .22 .10 ,63 
PE Inbreds .13 .80 
P2 Single Grosses .2K) .76 
F3 Inbreds . 41 
P3 Single Crosses .63 
The relative contribution of rate in each period to 
total rate was estiraated fro® the following path coefficient 
analysis: 
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The correlation feetween PI and Pf can fee expressed as: 
The correlations between both P2, and P3, with the total rate 
were elailarly esEpressed in terms of the same unknown as In 
the abow ©qaatlon. fMs gave a total of 3 equations. The 
simple correlations in these equations were replaced "by their 
estimated Talueg froa Table ?, which gaT© the following 
equations for the intoreds in whieh the path coefficients were 
the only unknows: 
1.000 pi + .§94 p2 + .11? p3 « .778 
.594 pi + 1.000 p2 4- .127 p3 « .797 
.117 pi • .127 p2 4- 1.000 p3 » .409. 
These equations were solved by ordinary algebraic 
methods. The path coefficients for the single crosses were 
deteMined tn a siallar Manner. The values of the path co­
efficients were found to be as follows: 
pi + ^(FlHFeP® "*• ' ^CPIXPT)* 
p i  
p 2  
F3 
Inbreds 
45 
Single Groeees 
.47 
.49 • 54 
42 
This showed that PS followed closely by PI made the 
greatest contribution to PT. These oontrlbutions were In 
proportio,n to the number of eggs laid in each period. 
file iietiiod of path coefficients was also used to de-
t&imlne tiie relative contribation to total egg rate by date 
of hatch, age at sexual isaturity, and production rate in period 
1, The production rates for periods 2 and 3 were not in­
cluded in tills path coefficient analysis, as the P2 contribution 
was found to toe about trie bsmb as PI, wMle P3 was about 
50 percent of Pl« The smaller contribution of P3 to the 
total rate was,due to the mean number of eggs laid in period 3 
being less than for the other periods. The rates for the 
three periods were not strictly additive, as were the actual 
egg numbers and pause days* fills is because the number of 
days in each period for a given bird was not constant. 
The relative importance of date of hatch, age of sex 
maturity, and rate of production in period 1 was deterrained 
from the following path coefficient diagrarni 
The correlations in Table 8 were used in obtaining the 
following equation: 
•Rate in period 1 (Fl) 
Hatching Date (H) PT 
l.QOp + .42h -¥ .25a « .78 
. 42p + l.OOh 4- .38a = .23 
, 2 5p + . 38h 4- 1.00a a . 19 
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fable 8, Simple Correlations among Rates of Production In 
Total Period and Date of "'Hatch, and Age at Sexual 
Maturity for the Inbreds 
li&tehiiig Date Seaaial Maturity PT 
Rate in Period 1 .42 .25 .78 
Hatching Date .38 ,23 
Bexual Maturity .19 
The symbolg are as shown in the above diagram. Solving 
these simultaneous equations gives the following values: 
J) ss •83, hss—.l^ , SL = .OS# 
These patxi, coefficients show that date of hatch exerted a 
greater influence than age at sexual maturity in determining 
rate for t.ae pullet year. However, the contributions of both 
hatc^.d.ng date' and age at sexual maturity in determining total 
rate were much less than the Influence of period one. Because 
of trie small influence of hatcning date and age of sex maturity 
in. comparison id.th rates for the part year periods, the 
former two factors we:"e not considered of laaj.or importance in 
determining total rate of egg production. 
The inclusion of hatciilng date and age &t sexual 
maturity in the mathematical model would have caused a greater 
increase in the complexity of analysis than the probable in-
Greaee in accuracy would Justify. 
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•0, Influeaoe of latching Bate oa Production Ra,te. 
A separate analysis <»t the Influence of hatching date on 
pTOductlon !tetes was made on the inhred and non-inbred lines, 
WitMn each of theee groups the Mrd^s were further classified 
according to the week in which they were hatched. The mean 
age at first egg and the aean production rate for each 
period were deterained for each hatching date sind subclass, 
fhere were 28 hatches on as many guceessive weeks. These 
were coatoined into 14 hateiiing periods of two weeks each, 
fhe number of bii^s in the different hatching periods 
varied as would be expected. Only one-half percent of the 
, pullets housed during the 15 years covered by 
these data were hatched during the first two weeks of January. 
AppTOximately 62 percent of the total number of non~inbred8 
we» hatched in the interval through the first week of April, 
fhis interval, constituted only one-third of the hatching 
season. fhe nuffiber of Inbred pullets housed varied frora 
1109 hatched during the second and third weeks of February 
to 22 hatched during the last week of June and the first week 
in July. 
The raeans, rather than individual values, for age at 
sexual maturity and productive rates, were used in the coffl-
putmtions regarding hatching date. This procedure does not 
give an estimate ©f an individual eriKjr term, but it does 
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©liwinate the iinaeslmble effect of the dlspropoptionate 
auabere in the oidglnal data, 
fhe Fegi»eseion hatoMng date on age at sexual maturity 
and its standard error were deteralned. Also, the means of 
the production rate® for ea©h period were plotted to show 
how they were influeaeed by date of hateh. 
Byerly and Knox (1946), found that for each two days 
after March 21, that hatching occurred, age of sexual maturity 
was increased approximately 1 day. If this were expressed 
aa a regregsion in which the independent variable was in 
weekly units, the regression coefficient would be 3.5. 
fhe influence of hatching date on age at sexual maturity 
for the inbred® is showi In Figure 6. The regression co­
efficient is -1.33 ±,28, but a straight line does not give a 
good fit. There em ems to be no logical explanation as to wliy 
the difference of a week in hatching date in Januair should 
have so much greater influenee on age at sexual maturity than 
one week's difference at any tirae after the second week in 
February. fMs unusual effect of January hatching dates was 
thought to be due to biased data on age at sexual maturity. 
There being only a few of these early hatched inbreds, they 
were probably not housed soon after they started to lay on 
the range. Thus, the age at which the first egg was laid 
In a trapnest would tend to overestimate the age at 
first egg. As the non-Inbred birds were usually 
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hat ©bed la larger up they were probaMy boused sooner 
after produetion started, and thus they laid fewer eggs on 
t-lie range. ' Because of the apparent bias aaong the Inbreds 
in age at sexaal aaturlty, those were hatched before 
the ee^nd week ©f February were ©altted aiia a regression 
fitted on the remaining blrde. This regression eoeffioient 
Is ~>SS ^ .82 wiiioh is not signlfieantly different from zero. 
flMs, hatching date is not considered of major Importance 
in deteiwlning age at sexMal maturity of the Inbreds. 
The influence of hatching date on age at sexual maturity 
for the non-inbred birds is ehowi in Figure 7, The regression 
coefficient of the non-inbreds and its standard error was 
found to be ,68 ^  .1? days. It appears that age at sexual 
maturity was increased ,68 days for each eucceeding week of 
hatoiiing after January 1. fhese data show that the hatching 
date has only one-fifth as much influence on sexual maturity 
as Byerly and Knox reported. 
Figures 6 and ? show hatcning date has a greater in­
fluence on PI than the other production rates. The early 
i'latched bl-rd.s start laying in late sumser and, raany of them 
gQ into a raolt and have the accompanying Interral of non-
production in Period 1. Because the later-hatched birds 
do not start laying until nearer the end of the calendar 
year, they usually do not go out of laying condition in 
Period 1 and thus have a higher piKJduction rate. 
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Produetlon rates of inbreds an-d non-lnbreds by hr^tcrdng 
date for each of the otlier periods ar« also shown in Figures 
6 and The- iieana for the non-inbreds wlilch were hatched 
before the siiddle of January were detemined by only a few 
obseriratioaB and are imreliable. The means of the later 
hatches are isore reliable^ In general, the tiae of hatoh seemg 
to have little influence on the production rates in the second, 
third, and total periods. 
B', Influence of Inbreeding Without Regard to Lines or Years. 
fhe 6265 Mrds tn all of the Inbred lines and over all 
years \fere considered as one group* fhese birds were classi­
fied by Inbreeding eoefficients into 10 classes. The first 
class represented the M3E^.S from which the inbred lines were 
developed and had aa inbreeding coefficient of zerO'. Each 
of the other classes represented Internals of 10 percent in 
inbreeding coefficient®.. fMa analysis, like the previous 
on© OH hatching date, was based wpon group means. The in­
fluence of inbreeding on the nuiBber of periods in which a 
bird laid is sriowi in Figure 8. Grraph A SDOWS that fewer 
birds laid eggs in all periods as the percent of inbreeding 
Iricres.sed, Srap-bsE and F clearly show that, as inbreeding 
increased, a larger percentage of birds never laid any eggs, 
fhe aean age at sextiei maturiy »ean egg pj»oduction 
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rates for eaefe period were plotted g^alnst the coefftclente 
of lnljr@edln.g. The regression coefficients for sexual 
maturity, Fl, P2, F3, and on inbreeding are siiOfjm in 
Figure 9, fli® tendenoy for age at eexual maturity to .in-
ereaee as the inbreeding ©©efficient inereases is shown by 
the rsgressioii C.29 :fe,10) of inbreeding on age at sexual 
waturitj. Thus, for ©aeh 10 peroent increase in inbreeding, 
the ej$)ected delay in sexual aaturity was about 3 days. 
The aboT© results do not agree with those reported by 
Waters ah-d Laiibert Cl9SSa) who found no tendency for in­
breeding to inerease the age at sexual maturity. This is 
rather conflicting because both of these studies were carried 
out at the Iowa station on lauch of the sa®e inbred materials. 
A reasonable explanation see«,@ that different methods were used 
in dete:^inlng age at sexual ®atU3?lty, la t is study it was 
found that about 11 percent of the birds nerer laid an egg. 
These birds would nonsally not be given an age record. It 
w&@ thought the usual aet,bod of figuring age at sexual 
maturity, i.e. age at first egg, made too much distinction 
between the birds nearer laying and those laying very late. 
As an extreme exaraple, suppose a bird laid its first egg at 
500 days of age. SupF>ose a second bird had not laid up to 
800 days. If both of these birds were culled when they were 
501 days of ag€v one would have an age at sexual maturity of 
500 days, and the other bird would have no record. The 
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l a t t e r . m a y  h a w  l a i d  t h e  d a y  a f t e r  s h e  was culled, but 
that ^fould not pewallz-© her line or family for being slow 
in sexual maturity. 
In order to penalize lines having Mrds w/iich never 
laid, a bird was considered sexually aature at the time of 
her disposal, provided aiie was 9 months or older at that 
tine, fhe estimated age at first egg was thus a minimum. 
A bird was never given an age at sexual maturity of more than 
S?0 days. This figure was obtained by assuming 205 days 
for mean age at sex a&turity and 365 days for the first 
year ^ jiroduetlon recoil When birds, which were ©ver nine months 
old md had never laid, were peaalized in this way for slow 
ssxual maturity, tliis eimracteristic increased »29 ir. 10 
days for each 1 percent increase in inbreeding. 
The regressions of inbreeding on production, rates and 
their standard errors were found to be£ 
^(F)CFl) * 
^ .0439 
^iF)CPf) « -*28 • .034. 
fhese regression coefficients are unusually close 
togetner. With a rather complete overlapping of all regression 
coefficients by a range of only ± one ©tandaM deviation , it 
is obvious that the regressions of inbreeding on the four 
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pTOductlon rates were not signlfioantly different from each 
O'ther. 
fhe regression of total egg production rate on inbreeding 
was also determined on m indiirldual basis for 5990 birds, 
Ixeept for oaltting the birds without a production rate^ the 
saffle birds were used in estimating the regressions based on 
line-year means . Thug it was possible In this cage to com­
pare the Tslueg obtained fro« these two methods of estimating 
regression. 
fhe regression coeffiGient of total rate on inbreeding , 
when calculated on an Indiiriaual basis for 5990 bli^s, was 
found to be ,296 • .100, This iralute was reaarkably close to 
the ,28E ± .034 Talue obtained froa approximately the s&me 
group of birds by the use of mean,s. 
analysis of mrianc© wae made to determine significant 
differences among groups classified according to inbreeding 
coefficients and also according to the four classes of pro­
duction rates. Tbe 3 degrees of freedom,, for production 
rates were analyzed indi'ridually. Each period was then com­
pared with the total. 
fhe- linearity of the inbreeding effect was detennined 
for each production rate by making a test with individual 
degrees of fr©edo». Xf aa effect was linear, the mean of the 
lowest and Mghest valueg would equal the mid-point value. 
•On tills basis,the sum of the production rates in the lowest 
6 inbreeding classes and highest 6 inbreeding classes was 
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coaparea witii tid.oe the sta® of the production rates in the 
middle 6 inbreeding ©lasees. If the difference in these 
su»s was not significant, the inbreeding effect wag con­
sidered as linear. 
fhe analysis of mrianee SIIOITO in fahle g was made from 
mean -values. It shows tnat both inbreeding classes and tiie 
pTOductlon rates have liighlj significant differences among 
them. 
The three degrees of  freedom for production rates were 
analyzed separately. The Individual comparisons madf: were 
FT with each of PI, F2, .and F3. The se coi^arlsons were not 
ortitogon&l, bat they were the ones of most interest. The 
following mean _ squares were obtained: 
M.S. 
PI W. ff 413*» 
P2 vs. Ff 40* 
ve. Pf 568^« 
Error 7.5 
fhe dlffei^nceg in rates between PT and both PI and P3 
wei« Mghly stgnifiGant, and the difference between P2 and PT 
was significant. 
The test of linearity by individual degrees of freedom 
gave a raean square of S42 and with an error of 7,5. The 
corresponding f value was rdghly significant. This test 
showed that the mean of the pTOduction rates in the highest 
F. 
55 
i,3 
76 
and lowest inbreeding classes is significantly different from 
tiiose in the middle, fiierefop© the inbreeding iafluence was 
not liae&r. A unit change of inbreeding at low level pro­
duced a greater ohange in the production rates than a unit 
ohange of inbreeding at a Mgh intensity of lnbreedin|f, 
fMs is evident .from Figure 9. 
Table 9. toalysis of Variance Based on Means For 
Inbr®©ding Glasses and Production Rates 
Source Suffi of Squares 
Mean 
square P 
f-otal 71 7?06 
Iitbreeding CSlasses 1? §284 311»» 41.5 
Production rates 
in dlffere^nt periods 3 2039- 680*« 90.6 
l^or SI 383 7.5 
Closer observation of Figure 9 shows that the major 
variation frera linearity wag in the 1-5 and 6-10 percent 
inbred groups. With the usual close inbred saatings, a bird 
would, never be classified in either of these groups, since .• 
a hslf»gib raating gives 12 1/2 percent inbreeding and a full-
sib 25 percent. Full and half-gib matlngs would be included 
in inbreeding classes above 11 percent. These low inbs»eeding 
coefficients occur with irregular inbreeding. This could 
occur by ©arising a, line through several eir«s-. or by crossing 
related inbred liMes. The irregularity in inbreeding of 
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blisis In these olasses le shown bj the number of Individuals 
actually in them. If the birds had been uniformly distri-
biited 8®ong th© 18 Inbreeding classes, the two classes with 
1-10 percent inbreeding would have contsdned 11 percent 
of the birds. Actually they only eontainea about 1 percent 
of the total number. Because atypical breeding conditions 
were associated with inbreeding coefficients of less than 
11 percent, these birds were omitted and the linearity effect 
of Inbreeding determined for the remaining inbred classes. 
The following values were obtained* 
M. S. F 
P I  2 0 . 8 . 3  
F2 28.0»* 11.2 
F3 12.0» 4.8 
FT 24.3^* 9.7 
Error 2.5 
fhe values still deviate significantly from lineerity. 
However, the omission of birds with less than 11 percent 
ia^areeding has made the deviation from linearity much less. 
Usually Inbred lines of chickens reach 25 percent in­
breeding in the first or second generation. The test of 
linearity of inbreeding above 25 percent was made and the 
following results were obtained: 
—Sfi~ 
M.S. F 
F1 ,37 
F2 2,67 1.19 
P3 ,04 
Pt 6,00 2,67 
Ermr 2,24 
fta.e Influence of inbreeding on each of the productive 
rates was linear after the inbreeding coefficient passed 
25 percent. This was showi by the nonslgnifioajnt values of 
mean squares for each production rate. The F value at the 
5 percent level of significance is 4.07, 
1. Influence of the Change In Inbreeding Per Generation 
oil Egg Pi:^du©tlon Rates 
fhe inbreeding regressions determined by the metho<i3 
used in the preceding seetlon take into account none of the 
factors causing variations in egg production which might be 
correlated with inbreeding. The failure to make aajustmente 
for these influences may not be serious where the data are 
well proportioned. For example, the year 1939 was a year of 
very low egg production, but if there had been a unifom 
distribution of inbreeding coefficients in 1939, the adverse 
effect of this year would be expressed with the same frequency 
on each Inbreeding coefficient, fhe adverse effect of 1939 
would influence the same nuraber of birds at each inbreeding 
intensity. However, if the larger proportion of birds in 
1939 had had high Inbrea-ding coefficients, the adverse effect 
of this year would be eorifoundea with higher rates of in­
breeding and thus would give a biased estimate of inbreeding 
effect. These data were 'highly disproportionate for both 
lines and years. 
A regression of change in egg production rate per 
generation on change in inbreeding differs somewhat from the 
ordinary regiression of inbreeding on production rate. The 
independent variable ^  F is the change in inbreeding between 
the parent and the offspring with due regard to algebraic 
sign. The ordinary inbreeding coefficient (F) has a possible 
range of O to 1, while A F has a possible range of -1.0 to 
.5. ?ftien a parent which is 100 percent inbred is mated to 
an unrelated bird, the offspring will have O inbreeding. 
This is the maximum negative change per generation. Tne 
greatest positive change would occur with full-sib mrting 
among the progeny of unrelated 100 percent Inbred parents. 
The range of egg production rate has a range of 0 to 100 
percent, wnile in A the change in production rate between 
parent and offspring has a range of -100 to + 100 percent. 
Line differences are largely eliminateQ by tMs method 
except for the first generation of a new line. After the 
first generation the parent and offspring always belong to 
the same line. Thus, the difference between parent and 
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otfspring is independent of line effect. Since line effects 
may be important, reiJioving this influence should permit some 
increased aoeuraey. 
The change in inbreeding is primarily determined by the 
relationsMp between parents and is thus largely independent 
of the actual inbreeding coefficient. This regression and 
the regular regression of inbreeding on production rate are 
measui^s of & sirailar relationship and provide a cneck on 
each other, the birds with a given inbreeding coefficient 
are represented by a single point on the F scale but have a 
range of values in ^ F, because /if Is somewhat independent 
of P. The fact that birds of the same inbreeding coefficient 
can have a range of values on the A scale provides a measure 
of the linearity of inbreeding effect at various inbreeding 
levele. 
The change in inbreeding, A F, between offspring and 
parent was determined separately for each parent. The average 
inbreeding of the parents was preferable, but using each 
parent separately was easier since these data were already 
on punohed cards. If the parents were full sibs,both methods 
would give exactly the same results. As birds within an 
Inbred line for a given year usually have little variation In 
inbreeding, the difference between the .offspring and either 
parent or the laean of the two parents would be small. The 
greatest difference «>uld occur when the parents differ widely 
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In their inbreeding coefficientg, but this difference would 
disappear in the first generation of full-sib matlnge. 
The dependent variable ^ P is the change In production 
between the parent and offspring, Noi^^sltog {1948) showed the 
advantage of family averages over Individual egg records. 
If trapnesting is complete and the herltability of egg pro­
duction is 5 percent, selection on families of size 5 is 
about 30 percent more effective than selection on individual 
egg records. Accordingly, the change in production, id P was 
taken as the mean production rate of the faaiily minus the 
mean produoti'-n rate of its parents* fanily with due regard 
to algebraic signs. fhe unit change in total production 
rate accompanying each unit change in inbreeding between the 
offspring and parent was expressed as a regression coefficient 
^(4P){4F)* were 5842 birds in ^3 ^  between the sire and 
offspring and 6011 in  /I  F between dam and offspring. 
To determine the desired regression it was necessary 
n 
to obtain the sum of products P and the sura of 
n i =sl 
squares fhe number of individuals, n, is equal to 
1=1 ^ 
584E and 6011 when the sire and daw,respectively, are used 
as parents. The sums of squares and products were obtained 
from the original measurements without determining the in­
dividual deviations asJ 
AT M "  p . Op 
The variajice of the difference is: 
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nAW) « ?CFo ) ?CPp) - 2 GVtr^Fp) 
and the right hand values were easily detemined from original 
laeasarements. 
Sirallarlj: 
CV(4r4P = G¥(FQ -
= G¥(Pq%) + GVCPpfp)- GT(FoPp) - GV(FpPQ) 
The regression coeffieient, b _ found to be ® /\F 4P 
-.35 ±.01 with the sire. fMs siiows tiiat if a brother-sister 
mating was iae.de among non-inbred birds in a family with a 
50 percent production rate, the progeny would be expected to 
have a production rate of 41.25 percent {50 - .35 x 25). 
The ejipeeted change froia crossing two inbreds so that 
the progeny has a lower inbreeding coefficient can be deter­
mined in a similar manner. Suppose two non-related inbred-
lines both have sm inbreeding coefficient of 50 percent and a 
production rate of 30 percent for their pullet year. The ex­
pected production rate of the progeny from these non-related 
inbreds would be 47*5 percent <30 + 50 x *35)* 
The regression coefficient obtained ?i?hen the dara families 
were used as the parent family is -*34 ± .01* This is very 
close to the regression ootained with the sire families and 
is expected, since the sire and dam belong to the same family 
in full-sib liatings* 
These regression estimates are somewhat larger than the 
Values of -.E9E ^ *010 obtained froa the analysis of the means, 
and -.296dt.010 obtained on an indlvia.ual basis without regard 
to lines or yearg. 
F. Principles of Least Squares. 
1, laadequaey of usual analjals of variano® in poultry 
t^reeaing problems. 
The previous ealculations on hatching date, age at 
e@xual maturity, and production rates were greatly simpli­
fied by the use of means rather than individual values. 
Thi^s metHoa avoided the inconvenience of disproportionate 
numbers and in many circumstances was sufficiently accurate. 
However, it did not obtain the ttaximum amount of Infonnation 
from the data or provide critical tests. The use of means 
had the disadvantage of not providing an error term by vmich 
the significance of interaction could, be tested. 
MspTOportionate numbers in data on animal and poultry-
breeding are a norraal occurrence, while equal or proportionate 
numbers are unusual. In this etudy there were 26 lines and 
15 years, giving 390 posglble line-year subclasses. However, 
in 6S percent of the poeelble subclasses there were no in­
dividuals, and in the reraalnder, the number of birds in each 
line-year subclass varied from 8 to 232. Tne.usual analysis 
of variance does not provide a valid test of significance 
when the .subclass numbers are disproportionate. 
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2, Matiiematical iaoa®l. 
fhe method of least squares requires.that tue protolera 
be expressed in the form of a raatheraptieal aosel or equation. 
This model is d«t®mined by the nature of the problem being 
inTcstigated. The present problem was to determine the ex­
tent to which Inbreeding influenced egg production. If all 
enirironmental and hereditary influenees could be completely 
controlled, the problem would be quite simple. A comparison 
of birds which differ only in respect to inbreeding co­
efficients would give the inbreeding effect. However, it is 
impossible to control all of the en-^iTOnmental and heredity 
factors except inbreeding. 
Egg production rates may be Influenced by many factors 
In addition to inbreeding. The breed,, strain, sire, dam, 
date of hatch, age at sexual maturity, type of pauses, feeding, 
and housing, are but a partial list of the possible factors 
tiiat migxit influence «rgg production^ The inclusion of more 
factors in the aiodel would increase the accuracy of estimating 
the Inbreeding effect,but not in proportion to the compu­
tational labor inTolfed. The number of dependent variables 
in the »odel must be limited, or the solution to the problem 
.soon becoraes ifflpoesible. 
T.h.e:re i«?ere 25 inbred and 3 non-inbred lines in these 
data. Lines, mh)oh were included in the model, were thought 
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to be a major source of variation among groups of birds. 
The inclusion of individual sire or d&m effects Twould make 
the model so large its solution would be impractical. 
Because the influence of pause, date of hatch, and age at 
sexual maturity wmre sho« by the method of path coefficients 
to be of only nirior importance in determining production 
rates, tti©y were omitted from the model» A yearly effect was 
included in the model to include all of the combined environ­
mental effects peculiar to each year. M inbreeding 
parameter was included, as this wag of primary interest. 
In considering all of these factors, the following 
model seeaed adequate for measuring the most iraportant 
hereditary and en-vlronaental effects and for providing an 
estimate of the influence of inbreeding on egg production: 
yj « deviation froa^ caused by year j J « 3,4 17 
ly^^j * deviation from^ 1^ • y, wMch is due to the 
specific coabination of tm ith line and the 
2th year "" 
ij « 1,3; 1,4 -v. 1,17; 3,4; ••• 35,17 
^ % * yj * ^ ^ ^ijk ®ijk 
wherei 
* the «ean of the population 
« deviation froa u caused by line i 
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'b * regression eoeffioient of pullet year egg 
production rate on inbreeding coefficient 
P * a  e g g  p r o d u c t i o n  r a t e  f o r  t h e  k t h  i n d i v i d u a l  i n  
the 1th line and Jth yeB.r " 
®t Ik ® individual error t«rm or the amount by which 
the population aean, line, year, line-year 
interaction, and regression adjustment fall to 
predict the actual production rate.. 
3. Method of least squares 
Xates (1934) applied the principles of least squares to 
data w3.tli disproportionate subclass nuabers. Hazel (1946), 
and Henderson (1948), have applied this statistical method to 
p.roblems in animal breeding. 
a. Mormal equations, fhe coamonly used statistical 
tools of variance and regression are but special cases of 
the general principle of least squares. Variance is the sum 
of the squared deviations from a mean divided by the degrees 
of freedom. The suia of the squared deviations from the mean 
Is legs than the sum of the squared deviations from any 
other value, deviations fro» a mean are erros in a statis­
tical sense because the e.3spected value of each individual 
within a class Is the mean of that class. The sum of 
squared deviations or error sum of squares la the least 
when deviations are measured frora the mean. 
Linear regression theory is another application of least 
squares. It is similar to the above variance except that 
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deTlatioriB are taken from a straight line rather thm a mean 
Talue. fhe straight line which best describes a series of 
Talues- ts the line from which the soai of squared vertical 
distances "between the obserred •values and the regression 
line is the least. 
The general equation of a straight line is: 
The best regression line Is the one in which the sum of the 
squared deviations fi^m regression Is at a minimum. Using the 
general ©quatlon of a straight line, the expected value of 
the ^ th dependent variable, can be expressed in terms of 
the J^th Independent variable associated with Both the 
dependent and independent variables in this equation are ex­
pressed in terms of deviations froa their means r--ther than 
in actual values. 
By definition, ti.e BUH of the squared error terms is 
equal to the sum of the squared deviations from regression. 
In symbolsJ 
A 
« y + bx^ . 
•"y and bx^ where ^ ^ is the expected value of y associated 
with x, b the regression coefficient, and the vs.lue of 
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where e, = aeTiation of the l.th Individual from its expected 
'ralue 
y a deviation of the i_th indiiridual frora the mean of 
^ the dependent variable 
h = regression coefficient 
X. = deviation of the jlth individual from the rae.;n of 
* the independent "iariable 
J = raean of aepenaent variable. 
The question at tnie point is to find what value of b will 
give the above equation its minimum value for a given set of 
values for x and y. This is detemined by utilizing the 
calculus method of taking a derivative to find the minimum 
val.ue. 
fhe derivative of the above equation with respect to 
b i s -I 
As the sum of tne deviation about a mean is zero the y 
term becomes zero as are deviations. 
Tills leaves the faiHlliar value ofs 
= expected value of 
Setting this equation equal to aeTO, gives 
. 21 X. y, - y 
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wialch giTes the least sum of equares for eyror terras. 
• The rjrlnoipie of least squares was applied to the 
matberaatical model of the into reeding problem under oonsider-
ati on here in a manner siailar to that shown above for a 
simple regression. fmnspoB.ed, the model for this problem 
is esqjressed asi 
- ®ijk =/• + + yj + lytj • - fijk-
Hazel (1946) showed that, by the addition of a coefficient 
to the parameter estimates shown in the aboTe equation, the 
model will eorrespond to the following multiple regression 
equation; 
- eijk - Hh'"* Vi--+ Vp * Vs""^ Vj""' 
Where 1 » 1,2 ••• p; J = 1^2 ••• q; the lower case letters 
are the parameter estimates and upper case letters K, L, and 
J are their coefficients. "The F|_Jk ^ijk actual 
inbreeding and, production rate respectively, for the 1 Jkth 
indlTldual. The only possible iralues for N,. and Xj are 
either O or 1. If an Individual is in line 8, L2 » 1 and all 
Other lines Lj^ « O, as a bird can only belong to one line. 
1^ 2 
Siailarljf, takes a value of 1 for the year in which the 
bl'M was hatcheo and 0 for all other years. Values of 
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aad otker tiaan 0 and 1 are impossible, as an individual 
reeeiws the full effect of the parameter or none of it. To 
illustrate, assume produ-ction rate of the thiM bird in 
line 34 year 10 is 40 percent., Also assume that; 
^ « the true mem is 30 
^34 " deTlatiott due to line 34 is 5 
^10 d«"rlation due to year 10 is -8 
TA * de'Tlatlon due to the interaction between 
xu ^ g 
^34 10 3 ** inbreeding eoefficient of the 3rd bird of 
line 34 in year 10 la aero 
10 3 ® production rate of the 3ra individual in 
line 34 year 10 is 40. 
Now the coefficient is 1 fowyU. j 1 for line 34 and zero for 
all other lines; 1 for year 10 ana zero for all other years; 
1 for line 34 year 10 interaction and zero for all other 
intersotions: as# zero for F_. _^ _ as this is a non-inbred 
o4 xU t5 
individual. Oj>on substituting these values in the model 
the difference between tae expected and actual value is: 
- ©2^ ^ * 30 4- 5 - 8 + 1 4- Ob - 40 
W IS. 
These estimated parameter -ralues show a bird in line 34, 
year 10, and zero inbreeding would have a production rate of 
28 percent. Since this particular bird had a production rate 
of 40 percent, the error term is 12.  
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Multiple regressions are free of certain restrictions 
wMcii, apply to the 3e aet squares laoetel. The independent 
variables of multiple regressions ean have any value as a 
eoeffiolent. Howe'^er» in least squares, except wrxere there 
was a regression in the model, the coefficient must be aero 
or 1. Becau€5e of this •'all or none effect", the parameter 
estimates from least squares, wMch correspond to independent 
•rariables in aultiple regression, are frequently called 
eonetants* M, constant "ralue is assumed for each paraffleter, 
and, the sum of the constants or parameter estimates, which 
®^Pfly to an indlfidual^ equals the "bird's expected proauctlon 
rate* 
fhe next pro blew was to find a means of detexnaining the 
set of parameter estlaates which would make the error sum 
of squares a ainiaum. The squared error for an individual is: 
'ijk - + yj * lyij + 
- /  * 4 *  
* z 
+ iiiyij + Vijk^ - Vijk + yj 
" " ''ijk'' ''ijkj • 
faking the partial derivative of this equation with respect 
to each of the parameters represented by small letters will 
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glve as m&ny equations as there are parameters to be estimated. 
The value of each equation is found by equating It to 
zerO', . the values repregented by the small letters, which 
satisfy thic let of equations, are the parameter estimates 
which raake the error sum of squares a ralnirauiB. 
So assumptions regarding the nature of the parameters 
have been siade in deterffilnlng the set of equations to esti­
mate parameters which gl^e a fflinimum sum of squares for error. 
Henderson (1948) showed that, by assualng the errors were 
nomally distributed, l^potheses raay be tested and confidence 
Interirals constructed.. 
Biologically,, all the individuals within a given line 
are not expected to have exactly the same genetic constitution. 
Inheritance is a sampling process and soae variation is nomal. 
The assumption of a constant line 2 effect for each Individual 
of line E Is not sound genetically. A nore reasonable 
assuBiptlon is that the kth Individual In line 2 has a line 
effect which was randoaly draTO from a nomal population in 
wnich the mean was zero md a variance as specified for line 
2. Tiiis reasoning allows for some variation among individuals 
within a line* Sliailarly, all line effects can be assumed to 
have been drawn two^ a normal population with zero mean and 
a specified line variance. 
The sampling nature of inheritance prevents the true 
parameter value fTOra being knoum* However, reliable parameter 
estiiaates, as those obtained by least squares, can be obtained* 
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Tltesc parameter estimates peralt accurate assuiaptions re­
garding the exact value of the try® paranieter which Is 
unknown,- Hendepson (1948) showed that a slight adjustment 
In the least sQuares estliaate provided a more accurate es­
timate of the true paraiaeter. Whea many variables are 
involved, this adjustment is very tedious to make unless tne 
variance-eovarl.aiice watrix is available,. The least squares 
estimate provides the best possible additive ©onneetion 
factors for a set of data. 
Since the eoefficlents of each of these parameter 
estimates, except b.j,are either zero or 1, a table of sub­
class numbers as shown in fable 10 slE^llfies the expression 
©f the sum of equations for individual bii^s. Following 
the notations of Xates (1934), a dot was used to designate 
the sua over all classes in whlcli the subscript letter was 
replaced by a dot* In fable, 10 1 represents the rows or line, 
4 the ©olufflns or years and k the individual within the 
line-year subclass* fhue.syabol a._ means the number of 
individuals in line 1 during year 3* In the symbol ng ^ , as 
the 4 have been replaced by dots, this symbol represents 
the number of line E birds suaraed over all the j years and all 
the k individuals In each year* Siallarly, H.,. is the number 
of bird© in all lines for year 3 and n., Is the number of birds 
in the grand total. The sane system of notation is used for 
the suns of inbreeding and production rates. The symbol F, 
—04— 
is the euffl of the indlvia.ual inbreeding coefficients in 
line 1, and P is the swro of all the indifidaal production 
rates in jear 3. 
fable 10, Motation tor  Mamber of Individuals in Rows, 
Coluiiiis, and Cells 
Xears^ 
hlnes yj ^ Sum 
h \3. \4, ®lj. '^ l 17 "l.. 
^2 ®g3. ®84. ^2J. 17. "2.. # 
1, n. „ n* . ii« « n. ,« n, i 13. 14. iJ» i 17. 
3 3^5 4 J. 3^5 17. ^^ 55. 
Sum n~ n .  n ,  n-i» a 
• . J. , 17* , , , 
1 
Years 1 and 2, representing 1930* 1931 respectively, 
were not used in this Mialysis* 
For further illmstration the squared error term, 
2 
® 1 3 4' individual in line 1 year 3, omitting 
the terms with sero coefficient, is substituted in the 
fflathemgitieal model. Tliis gives: 
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^ ^ 2 .2 «2 
134 ^134 ^ ^1 
+ s/"/.!! •/-ys y^iyis •^/^'•i34 ^ 
3-1 3.^13 ••• ^ " Vl34 ^3 ^ ^13 '*" ^134^ ^3 
^134^3 '*' ^^13^134 ^ " ^ ^13^134 ^ ®134^134 ^ J * 
faking the partial derlvatlTe for this one individual with 
respect to and putting this eqiaal to zero gives: 
faking the partial derlTatlve of each of the other individual 
Mrds equating to zero and summing gives theyA norraal equation 
wMGh is; 
fhe Ip-artlal denvatlve with respect to lines for this fourth 
indiifldual in line 1 year 3 is : 
fhe partial derivative with respect to line 1 is t.^ken for 
all Mrds. However, since eoefflcients of e-ll line parameters, 
exoept line 1, are aero. It Is necessary to consider only the 
birds In line 1 for the derivatives with, respect to line 1. 
The suiQ of all the equations obtained toy taking Individual 
1*13 + *"l34 ^ - ''134 - °-
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partial derliratlTes with respect to line 1 Is: 
H' • »IJ. + ^1.. " -
Taking partial derivatives of all "blrfis with respect to line 
E and, summing gives: 
V "e.yt + ig + ogj. yj • f-g,. t> - «'2.. 
The partial derivative with respect. to the _ltli line is 
^1= • ''i.. • "ij. yj + 'i.. ^ =• ^1.. 
where i is an.y given line. 
fhe partial derivative with respect to year 3 for the 
individual bird used in this Illustration glvesi 
^ • ll 4- • ^^13 ^134 ' ^134* 
Suffliaing the partial derivative with respect to year 3 over 
all birds gives: 
^3= ".3. /« • "13. + ". 3. ^3 + °13. 1^13 + *•. 3. ^ " ''.3. 
The general esEpresslon for the j_th year becoraee: 
" . J . " i j .  *  " . J .  " i j .  ^ ' ' i j  ^ j .  ^  
A separate regression coefficient could be determined 
for each line, or it could be assumed that all lines have the 
same general regression coefficient. The latter assumption 
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was raafle for tliis Illustration. 
Taking the partial derivative with respect to b for 
til# 4th bird of line 1 in year 3 gives: 
^134®*134 **• *'l34 ^3 * ^ 134 ^ ^13 ®*134^ ® ^134^134* 
fhe suHiiBatlori of derivatives with respect to b for all in­
dividual e giveg : 
b: • Pi., li + F J. y_, + F^j_ b 
' 2*'ijk ''lif 
fhe line 1 equation isi 
H'- »i.. + "ij yj + 'i.. >> - ''i.. 
It is evident that each of the birds in line 1 have a pro­
duction rate wiiioh is determined by the overall mean and a 
line 1 effect. In adflltlon of the birds have the y^ and 
effect, ti'^2 year 2 and IJxg effect^ and the year 
J and effect. The sum of all the inbreeding effects 
gives'the coefficient of b. For a particular line^ the sum of 
plus line parameter, yearly parameters, interaction para­
meters, ana the inbreeding effect \¥ill give the expected sum 
of the production rates for the line. The calculus furnishes 
the proof that the parameter estimates of sucb. equations 
give-, the least sua of squares for error. 
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fh&rm is 1 equation for the general, mean, 26 for lines, 
15 for yea.2*s, and 1 for regression. This iiakes a total of 
43 equations, towever, there is 1 degree of freedom for 
the mean, 25 for lines, 14 for years, and 1 for regression^ 
aaklng a total of 41 degrees of freedoK. It is thus only 
possible to estimate 41 independent parameters. The fact 
that the 43 equations are not independent is e^sddent from 
separately summing the 26 line equations and 15 yearly 
equations, fhe sa« ©f the line and yearly sets of equations 
are exactly the same as theyK equation, fhe.se equations, 
as obtained hy partial differentiation, cannot be solved as 
tae equations are not independent. 
The leading terw ©f a normal equation is the parameter 
that the deriirative is taken with rsspect to and is shown to 
the left of the colon in front of the equation. Inspection of 
the normal equations, obtained by taking partial derivatives, 
shows triat the coefficient otyK and the coefficient of the 
leading term paraneter are identical in all the line and 
yearly equations, fhis aakes it possible to combine para­
meter estimates agt 
where Is the Joint effect of the 1th line and. By 
considering the nean and line deviations as a Joint effect, 
the equation can be deleted without loss of information. 
M ^  ^ 4 1, » n, 1 
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Thls redaoes the number of equations to 42 which Is still 
more than there are degrees of freedom. 
The parameter estimates in the mathematical model were 
expressed in terms of deviations. The restriction could 
be g^laeed on the data that the sum of deTiatlons of parameter 
estimates raust be zero, fhie restriction can be expreascd as 
^3 « O. 
fhis equation is independent of the normal equations. 
Transposed, thie equation becomesJ 
^17 - - ^5 - ^ 4 - ^5 - ^16-
m yi7 equation can now be deleted and the valu« of 
^17 in terns of the other years substituted in each of the 
renaining 14 yearly equations. This is accomplished by 
subtracting the y^^,^ column of coefficients from each of the 
other columns of yearly coefficients. The 41 equations are 
now independent and can be solved. 
After finding tne yearly parameter estimate in the 
equations, the y^^ estimate is found by substituting into the 
above equation. 
^17 = • ^ 3 - ^4 - H e -
The estimate for the population mean is separated from 
the line effects by: 
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fumbei* lines 
The. line deviations air© 
ana tlielr sua is ze»o. 
Absorption of a set of <3oeffidents. The solution 
©f the 41 simultaneous equations In the previous section 
would be an almost impossible task by the ordinary algebraio 
aethoiis of eliminating one Tariable at a time. The fact that 
the leading ter® in eaoh of the normal equations was the only 
one of that set to ha.^€ a cotffielent different from zero 
peiE^tted a very efficient mesms of algebraic solution by 
eubftltutlon. Xateg (1934), showed how one set of equations 
oould be absorbed and thus save considerable computational work. 
fhe principle ig Illustrated with an example of 3 
lines, 2 years, and 1 regi^selon. fhe symbols and sub­
scripts have the same aieaning as those previously used. The 
no, equations shorn in fable 11 are those which would have 
been obtained by taking partial derivatives. The parameter 
estimates are pls^eed as soluan headings rather then after 
each eoefflGient. The figures In the body of the table are 
the Qoefflelents of these parameter estimates shomti in 
column headings. The equation within as the leading terra 
was omitted in Table 11 ag and line effects are considered 
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jointly In th.& equations. From fable 11 the equation in 
wliicii 1^ is the leading tersa, can be expressed in terras of 
non-line parameters as: 
Similarly; 
n 11 ®^i *1 
-ii y ^ b - -jii 
"i. ^ "i. ^ "i. "i. 
/ X /  
-1, .My, + !!§2 
' "a. ^ "a. 
—1 = Y ^ ^ 3S 
3 Krt -^1 /Z> * ^ • 
-¥ 
^g. 
b -£2^ 
^2. "2. 
+ £3^ b • 
®2. 
These expressions of line parameters in terms of yearly 
par,s.meters, inbreeding regression, and production rates are 
substituted into the equations of Table 11 with years as the 
leading term. 
fhe equation after multiplying by -1 ie; 
"'^ II H " ^ 21 ^2 ~ ^ 31 ^ 3 " *^*1 ^1 " ^*1 - P *1 * 
fhe substitution in the y^tquation of the above line values 
tn terms of ^ glfest 
"11 
^21 
«31 
''I 
•E. 
%1 
te" 
"-^.13^1 
^21 ^ 
if- 3^2 O 4 
Il22 yo 
n-t 
b -
^1. 
F, 2. "b £2*'' 
2* 
n 
'5., 
3* 
b 
n 
-3*. 
3* 
-F lb - P 
.1 
Tiie jg ©quatlon, after oialtiplylng by -1 and substituting 
tiie same line values &e above, gives: 
«11 
-"1. 
Ji 
"21 
^1. ^2 
^1 
^1. 
1 
I 
•1 
•
 
H
 
H
 
1 
^12 
yi 
«2. ^2 
^2 h 
^2. ^2.  
^31 
yi 
^3. ^2 
F« s. , 
- ^ 2 
Making a similar substitution in the b equation gives: 
1^. yT 
"12 
®1. ^2 
1^ 1^.' 
"LL ^' "1.. 
^2. L ^2. ^  
F22: 
®2. >2 
^3. " ^  yn It ^1 
- 3. 
^32 
yz Ik b -
- ^*1 ^ 1 " ^ ,2 ^2 = ' 2^^1JK^LJK 
B©oause these noraal equations before absorption were 
symaetric, as ©an be seen in fable 11, the 1^^ coefficients 
In the y^ equation were the same as the yj coefficients in 
the 1^ equations* The only portions of the normal equations 
wriiCG are actually needed are shoim in fable IE outside of 
the parentheses* The equations at the bottom of Table 12 
are the nomal yearly equations which have had the line 
Table 11. Normal equation© to Illustrate 
the Absorption of a Set of Coefficients 
Leading Parameter estimates 
•Terms 
1, 
,1 3-2 b • • « •-
ir "1. «11 **12 1^. 
» * P 
n. 
lo » 
^2. ^21 "S2 2^. 
• • p 
^ 2 ,  
H'- "3. ^^31 ®32 •^3. 
I; P-O* 
*^11 "21 ^51 '^ .l .^1 :: P 
.1 
^12 ^22 ®32 «.S ".a - ^.2 
h t 
^1. ^2. .^1 ^.2 *• ^^ijk^ijk 
fable 12. Data for Absorption of a Set of Equations 
Leading Yearly parameter estimates 
Term ---------- ^ -
. Iz ^ 
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pamwetere and tixeir coefficients deleted and the remaining 
terffls multiplied by ~1, fhe ir&lu.©s In tiie parenthesis are 
expressed as a aeciasal. 
Exaffllii&tlofi of the year ana regression equation®, after 
sulastitatioRs for llr^.es ma been made, three Iwportant 
thlngsS 
First, the three gets of -raluea in frorit of the paren-
tfecse;^ are emctif tk® Barm ae t::e colaran of coefficients 
for J'.., y_» aafi to In tixe line equation In fable 11« Tnese 
* E 
same rmmhers were founi In Table 12 as Integers. 
The oeeana obeerviatlon Is that the r&tlo and p;urmaeters 
&re ex&otly tiie siine in all equation® in wMch gubstltutions 
art .aade for tx.e llae isri.lwes. Tmse ratios are found in 
fable 12 as deol»als. 
i tiiirci t?oint is tiiS.t tiie values in tus last row of 
ea,o...,. st-^t of equsticsns are the ye/::rly equatione witxj tne line 
t€W«fii deleted &ri^  tue rfc»aiaiftg teriiB multiplied by -1. 
t'iCle 12 is used in & syetefa&tlo manner to absorb the 
3 liae eqaatioas into the 2 yearly equations and one regresslo-n 
equatian The equation^ with line effect absorbed, was 
ol3talutj;i by multiplying the individual integrers in the y^ 
colufiw l^y the ina.i^ldual ratios in the coluon corresponding 
to t.'.f eoeffisient wanted, the algebraic sara of these oroducte 
and, ti.e corresponding coefficient at the bottom of the table 
gi^es a new coefficleiiit, c^j» For example, toe new coefficient 
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of the parameter estimate in the equation is : 1 
+ ngx 
The new coefficient of b in the equation is : 1 
lb 11 
- ^.1 • 
In a similar manner the new right hand terira of the equation 
The general x'^o®edure is to multiply the integer column, 
corresponding to the equations being estimated, "by the r-tin 
column, corresponding to the coefficient wanted, ana alge-
•braicly add the cor^eponding coefficient in the corresponding 
equation at the bottom of the table. Snedecor (1945) gives a 
nuBierical example of this process in "The !Hetho<3. of fitting 
constants. •• 
After the line equations are absorbed, the remaining 
equations are still synunetrlc. A useful check on the accuracy 
of absorbing a set of equations is that the sum of the co­
efficients of a set of parsjnetere in either rows or columns 
or corresponding right hand equations terag is zero, provided 
the restriction is placed on the set of parameters that their 
suffi Is zero. Since the sura of the yearly parameter estimates 
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is aero, tlie, sumia&tion of t'm yearly parameter coefficients 
i« also aero, fhls also holds when the eoeffloients are 
inbreeding t@r»s. However, the on® par^eter for in­
breeding is not expected to ha^e a sura of zero, and the 
coefficient of this ona inbreeding parameter In the b equation 
is not necessarily meK>, fhe sum of the b coefficients in 
tiie year equations is aero, as it must be gyiiiaetric with the 
coefficient of tii^ years in the last row of the table. 
fhese synHietric ©quatl-^m® are. not independent and 
©an iiot be solved without placing some restrictions upon 
fhe restriction that the gumnatioii of the yearly 
para»eterg aust be zero is iippliea by deleting the y^^ equation 
and subtracting the column of coefficients from each 
of the other coluans of coefficients. The equations are 
now in a form, in which they can be sol Ted. 
c. Iterative solution of sisiultaneous equations. In 
tiils problem, after absorbing the line equations and reducing 
the number of equations to correspond to the degrees of 
freedom, there remained 14 equations for years and one for 
regression, fkls would still laake an extremely tedious 
solution by algebraic aetibods which ©liainate one Tariabl© 
at a time. fMs difficulty is somewhat reduced by use of 
the iteratiTe method. 
Henderson (1948), shoi«d the iterative solution to be 
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well adapted to the solution of a large nuraber of slmul-
tarieous equations of the type obtained in the met..od of 
least squares. The iterative solution is bestadapted to 
equations in wMcn there is one outstanding coefficient in 
eacii equation and a separate equation with an out standi•-•ig 
' coefficient for each parameter to be estimated. Usiriq; 
Henderson's notation, except for the right hand terin of 
equations, the following a equations may be obtained as a 
JU 
result of taking partial derivatives or after absorbing one 
set of equations. 
^2 % 
°1J °lp 
%.l °Si % ^2 
«11 <^18 °1J °1P ==3 
^P= °P1 °P3 SP ^P 
The are the parameters to be estimated. The elements in 
the diagonal are usually much larger than tnose off the 
diagonal. Therefore, the terms in the dlagonf3l ana 
right hand term of equation have the major Influence in 
determining the parameter eetlmates. Startlnp; estlrastes 
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f o r  B j  can be obtained bj aeeuiilng all parameters in the 
equation were zero except Then the first eetlmate of 
is expressed as? 
^ ' 
the first estiaate of Is Estimates of each aj wer© 
©totained in ^ similar aanraer. 
the ittoe#eaiing estimates of aj are; 
('•x-
•! S" ^ 
^ ^ ^^2 - %1 % -
3^. «-l P v5 
a « (P - ^ d , a, - ^ C , a ) 
® ®ss ® 4-1 ^ 4»84-1 J 
whea s is any J whiah is less than or equal to c. If this 
process is contlnwed until « ®-4»» solution to the 
#<iyatio3a.s Is obtained* fhls process can be readily adapted 
to mB-Qtlne calculationg* The parameter egtimatee by this 
metiiod giT0 the saallest error tera for the data* 
a* Reduction jgt sua of squares due to estiiaating 
paraaeters* , fhe equatioas, found by taking partial derivatives 
with respect to certain independent variables and the values 
obtained by the solution of these equations, provided a meariB 
of deterraining the suii of s<l«ares assoeiated i»ith the 
estimated parameters. Till son (1912, p. 107) stated; 
A function f(x,y,a of any nuiaber of variables is 
called homogeneous if th# function is multiplied by 
some power of X when all the variables are multiplied 
by A J power of A wnlch factor out is called 
the order of homogeneity of the function. In symbols 
tne condition for homogeneity of order n Is 
and as f( A^, This is a 
hoiiogeneous function of the second order, hence: 
Differentiating the above equation with respect to A and 
utilizing the theorem that: 
2^  Ih. + , g , 
3 x  3 y j  d X  a^^ i j  aA  3 ' ^  d X  
Substituting for the partial derivatives with respect to 
gives: 
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In the nomal equations of least squares the coefficients 
for each individual Is either zero or 1. Thus ^ is 1 for 
each category, that applies to an individual. As. ^ » 1 then 
« Q» fhe above equation beooiaes: 
TMs form of the esspression is known as Euler* s foiiaula. 
determined in the original normal equation and its numerical 
value expressed on tfae right hand side of the equation. It 
is thus appar^ent that the reduction in sum of squares, due to 
fitting any set of parameters by the method of least squares , 
is the sum of products between each parameter, estimated by 
solving the simultaneous equations and the right hand value of 
the corresponding normal equation. 
Applying the above principle to a simple regression 
function ; 
where^ is ti^i© mean, is the Independent variable as a 
deviation, and b is a regression coefficient. Since this is 
also a homogeneous function of the second orderJ 
The sum of minimum values of 
^ each parsjneter was 
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. Diffarentlatlng with respect to X ** 
^  Jl ' p b  ^  
( ^  *  b x )  a S A f C ^  » b ) .  
In least squares ^ * 1 as each individual has the entire 
effect or none at all. Substitatlon for X gives: 
/< ^^5'p ' " 2 f. b). 
p 
Taking the partial derivative of -t- bx) ' with respect to 
^ and b respectively, and setting equal to zero gives: 
2(yi^ 4' bx) ss 0 
2( /< 4- x^b) » 0. 
Sutostltutlng these lainlffium values in the above equations gives: 
. .2 
'd.yi\yiA lox} -¥ X •!• X bj ^ {^yU ) 
• ^ X 4 X b 
yX bx 
2, 2 
+ X b 
( >f bx)^ 
2    . 2  
4- 2yx  a (^ + bx) 
This•expression ©an be summed over n values and expressed in 
a  m o r e  f a a i l i a r  f o r m  i f  R  M  ^  7 T h e n :  
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^ , to) = 4- 2to 2 ^ ^1^1 
« n(-^)^ 4- 0 -I- (~,p)^ 
« LSjrl^  ^  
where the first term is th© sum of gquares due to the mean 
and txi.e gecorita. tem tne sum of squares associated with a 
linear regression* 
The reduction in sun of squares associated with an 
eBtimated set of paraiaeterg is expressed as R( ) where 
the particular set of parameters fitted is shomm Inside of 
t h e  p a r e n t h e s i s *  I f  t h e  B < y u  » ^ i » y j ' ^ i » y j ^  
are determined, their dlfferenee is the sura of squares due 
to the interaction* In a similar way the reduction in 
sum of squares due to any set of parameters 
©an be determined by finding the reduction in sum of squares 
asaooiated with a set of parameter estimates including 
and the sum of squares of the same set without The 
difference is the sua of squares due directly to In 
©ymbols; 
Sum of Squares due to , = H( ^ 
i .  - ^ 2  5  
m g, 3, }' 
Henderson (1948) states that different values for the 
SUM Of squares due to a given set of parameter estimates may 
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be obtained by "Varying the parameters associated with the 
parameter imder eonsideratio». It is advisable to test first 
the parameter least likely to toe significant. If the test 
of iiypothesis shows that tris parameter could safely have 
been assumed to be aero, the remaining computations are con­
siderably simplified. Also, the renainlng tests are more 
po?;erful, and the estimates have smaller standard errors 
because fewer parameters are being estimated. 
In the model for this problem^the line-year interaction 
was thought most likely to be non-significant. To test the 
i:^fpothe0is that ly^j is not different from sero, the 
RC^ j) - required for an 
estimate of the sua of squares due to line-year interaction. 
The regression bj^j was the regression within the line-year 
subclass. This regression wa.s based upon a narrow range of 
inbreeding coefficients in the present data because there was 
very little variation in inbreeding within any line-year 
subclass. In several line-year subclasses the regression v/as 
zero even though the inbreeding coefficient was high because 
there was' no variation in inbreeding. This occurred when all 
of the group were full-sibs. In cases of this type, the in­
breeding effects are included in the year-line interaction. 
The calculation of R(^ ,lj|^,yj,lyjj^j) was simplified 
by considering the sum of the effects of^ + 1^^ + <f ly^j 
as a single tera. The line, and year effects were not 
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separated from the interaction. For exajnple, suppose ^  =s 30; 
= 10; a *4; - -2; ana bj^g = 0. A bird in line 1 
y®ar 3 would be expected to ' ha^e a production rate of 34 per­
cent 4 10 - 4 - 2). The Joint effejct of^1 3^ ^^13 
was 34, In this calculation each bird in line 1 and year 
3 was subjected to all of tlies-e effects. As only the combined 
©ffect was needed, this procedure provided the simplest 
solution. 
The R(^ J»^i thus be simplified to 
^ -V 
Rdyij ,bj^ j), where ly^^j was the Joint effect of 
^ 4' Ijj^ 4- y^ -I" ly^j. There were 145 line-year subclasses 
filled and 86 of these had eorae variation within them in ln~ 
breeding eoefficiente. These cells provided an estimate of 
cell regressions. .fbis gave 145 + 86 or 231 equations to be 
solved s-lraultaneoasly» Since the 86 regressions were all 
independent, they contributed 86 degrees of freedom. Because 
cell effects are dependent on the mean they have one less 
S.egre8 of freedom* This mad© a total of 230 Independent 
simultaneous equati.ms to be solved. Fortunately^on taking 
the partial derivatives with respect to ly there were only • 
two parameter estimates with coefficients other than zero in 
each equations. One of these was t-; e ly^^j aund the other bj^j. 
Since a specific lyi_j and bj^^ pair had coefficients only in 
the equations with lj_J and bj^j as leading teras, these t^'TO 
parameter estimates were completely deteiiroined by tliis pair 
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of equations. The regpessloa was completely determined 
"by the indivld-uals within the subclass. The regression 
for this group was fteterwined by the general fonaula 
fills left only thd to be aetei»ffllnea. For exaiaple. 
Oft taking the partial derivative with respect ly37 
18 ly^^ 4- 109 3^3^ « 270. 
The regression of inbreeding on egg proauotion in this 
gjroup.of 18 birds was -.3533. fhis Talue of b-^ij, gives a 
smaller squared deviatioii from regression thsn any other 
value. By substituting tfois estimated value of b into the 
above equstion the ly^ ,^  parameter was estimated to be 55.23S7. 
These values can be .checked in the b^i^ normal equation. • 
fhis .equation Is: 
v3 7 18 g 3 7 18 
^*37.3-^37 ^ ^ ^ • 
{1093) C 35.2387) ^ {66573) (-. 3333) =r 16327 
16327 = 16327. 
fhe ly^j and b|_j for the other year-line subclasses were 
found in the same Banner. Where the regression was zero the 
'V 
pararaeter estimate was simply: 
"ij. i»ij - ^ ij • 
fhe sua of products of each of the 146 Ijj, j parameter estimates 
and its eorresponding Fj_j,plus the sum of the products of 
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tlie 86 regressions ooefflclents and their corresponding 
i Jr 
right hand equation terms { . F. F, ,^) gives the re-
ijk 
ductlon in sum of squares due to fitting^, jy lyj_j» 
\y 
.fhe difference, between the a"bove sum of squares and 
,l,y,b^j) would have given the sum of square due to 
line-jear. interaction. Kowever, the latter set of rjara-
meters wuld "be extremely (ilfficult to estimate ana have little 
meaning when found. The regressions have practically 
no corrective effect for inbreeding outside of their specific 
year-line suhclass* The aajor Inbreeding effects are in­
cluded in the lyj_j interaction,-be cause the small variation 
in inbreeding within a subclasses haa--Suoh a narrow range 
of inbreeding values* 
The line-year interaction was actually tested by trie 
difference In sum of squares between *^i »*^^1J'"^i j ^ 
and. Riyyt where bj_ was the regression for a 
specific line. This difference in sum of squares was due to 
both the ly interaction and the wltMn line year-inbreeding 
interaction, fhe effects of years and inbreeding -within a 
line were confounded because of the small variation in in­
breeding for any one year ifltMn a given line. Becauv'^.e of 
tMs it ¥ias necessary to make t-tie test of slgnlflGan,ce of ly 
interaction under the ass'omptlon that year-inbreeding inter­
action within a line , was sero. 
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The rCj/- required the estimation of 26 line 
parameters, 23 regression coefficients, and 15 yearly para­
meters, Since three of the lines were aon-lnbred, no esti­
mate of their regression effect was possible. Taking the 
partial aeriTatl"^© with respect to each of these par,smeters 
gaTe 65 equations. The equations with lines and specific 
line regression coefficients as the leading terms, hs.ire 
positive coefficients for se'reral years but only for one line 
paraiaeter and for one regression parameter. For example, 
the equations for li^ but respectively were: 
l^J 92.00 • 51.SB + IE.00 y^ ^ 15.00 4?.00 yg 
4- 18.00 y^ « 2776 
51.52 lij, 4- 29.42 4- 4.68 y^ + 7.95 y^ -f 86.99 y^ 
4- 11.90 y^ = 1484.09. 
On solving these two e<iuations It was found that: 
1^ SB --S. 14 y^ — .61 yg .IS y^ -i* 1.60 y^ + 99.65 
= 3.59 y^ -¥ .79 y^ - 1.18 Jq - 3.20 y^ - 124.07. 
laoh of the other lines and. regression coefficients were 
similarly e^reased In terras of years. The value of lines 
and regressions in terms of year were then substituted into 
the normal equations with yj ae the leading term. After 
deleting the yj equation ana subt®a©tlng the yj column from 
the other yearly columns the 14 yearly parameter estimates 
were the only unknowns, fble set of equations was solved by 
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the Iterative method. The substitution of these yearly 
parameter ©gtlmates gave estimates for lines and specific 
line regreflsion parameters. The raultl.plication of each of 
these constants by riglit hand term of its corresponcllng 
normal equation glwea the reduction in sum of squares due 
to fitting^ , 1^, jy b^. 
The RiyA. 
of squares due to line-year interaction under the assumption 
tnat ye.':.r~inbreedlng in.ter::.otlon within lines was zero, 
Tha aifference between the total sura of squareun­
corrected for the mean, and . #3-1 ^ yi^^-^i j »'^i 
of squares for error or independent Tariables not included 
in the moa©l. 
The correctness of the assumption thsit year-inbreeding 
interaction within lines was aero was determined by trie 
difference in suia of squares between: 
y i A  » l l * y j » ^ y i a n d  
sCyA »ii»yj »^yij»^i^ 
The sum of squares needed to detemlne whether the 
regressions for IndiTidual lines were significantly different 
from t:ne general regression coefficient was computed from; 
rCyiA »3.i»yj»iyij»^ij> - Hyu ,ii,jj,iyij.\). 
The latter reductl/jn w:,iS found by considering4- lj_ + y^ 
+ lyij as the joint terra ly^j. Each bird in line 3 contributed 
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to bg, but tlie Mrfis from other lines had no effect on this 
speclfle regression, therefore, the bg norfflal equation has 
eoefftclent® for onlj Eaoh of the ly^^ equations was 
absorbed Into the bg equation which gave an equation with b 
as the only unknown, fhe mlue of b thus obtained was sub­
stituted into each equation to estimate the parameter, 
fhls process required a least squares solution for each line, 
fhe suia of the pjroduct of each of these 145 Joint IJij para­
meter estimates and 23 regression effects gave the 
H>{^ *^i * t^^i J ^ • 
The degrees ©f freedora for any set of parameters was 
equal to the nuiaber of independent parameter estimates 
deteriBlned. 
Th© R(^ jil^,yj,b) — R,{^^,yjjibJ and RC jlj^^yj ,b) — R(/<,lj^,b) 
were the sum of squares associated with line and years, 
respectively. These sums of squares ignore interactions and 
specific line effects. 
The sua of squares used in testing the significance of 
a general regression was Edy^jb) - RClyj^j). 
©. Test of hypotheses. The solution of the noraal 
equations for the joint effect of^ + Ij^ + yj 4- s^J^d b^^^ 
gave the parameter estimates shown in Table 13. These values 
%'mm a wide variation between both subclass means and regression 
coefficients. The unreliability of the regression coefficient 
within lines is shoum by soae of the absurd estimates of 
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Table 13. Least Squares Estimates of the Joint Effect 
M 4- IjL 4" y 1 4- lyt t with Different Regression 
Coefficient!. • 
R C  I j j  ^ )  R d y j  
Line Year 
^^1.1 
•> -V 
3-yij J'i S.E. * lyj^j '"/b S. E. 
all all -
-.43 .04 
1 
1932 
1933 
48 
36 
126 
121 
-1.17 1.61 
77 
67 
1934 290 - 3.43 114 57 
1935 0 96 35 
1936 51 - .44 108 50 
1937 179 - 2.00 111 51 
3 
1933 
1934 
39 
25 
35 
18 
.14 .47 
53 
46 
1935 11 + • 42 16 47 
1936 35 - .33 6 40 
4 
1935 30 46 
- .36 .18 
49 
1936 77 -1.17 35 38 
1937 857 -13.80 41 45 
1938 32 - .14 44 48 
1939 25 - .11 41 45 
1940 91 - 1.08 44 49 
1941 -179 4 2.84 46 51 
1942 - 88 + 1.41 45 50 
1943 -608 + 8.57 42 47 
§ 
1944 16 44 
- .22 .18 
49 
1940 38 38 38 
1942 40 - .14 41 44 
1943 48 - .48 37 48 
1944 65 - .56 45 57 
1945 - 12 + .63 38 51 
1946 -496 + 7.86 41 55 
7 
1933 
1934 
48 
38 
81 
82 
- .84 1. 36 
65 
60 
1935 40 - .20 78 54 
1936 148 - 2.02 70 43 
8 
1935 29 36 
- .14 .86 
51 
1936 25 - .11 27 45 
1937 46 - .25 38 58 
1938 7 + .09 23 43 
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Tatole 13 (Continued) 
Rii}^yh) 
Line Year iyi,i ^1,1 bi S.E. lyij 
all all 
9 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
53 
43 
30 
25 
43 
ti 
40 
36 
57 
- .25 8.06 
53 
52 
46 
43 
66 
11 .29 .33 
1935 27 + .02 16 47 
1936 18 3 40 
1937 -136 + 2.64 6 49 
1938 33 - .26 - 2 44 
1939 5 + .17 - 2 44 
12 
193S m 38 
- .13 .24 
38 
1936 a§ - .15 24 34 
1937 112 w* 2.22 27 39 
1938 0 + .36 23 37 
1939 17 - .12 18 36 
1940 33 .21 28 45 
1941 87 1.17 22 40 
1942 250 - 3.74 29 47 
14 
1943 
1944 
28 
33 
43 
66 
#
 
f-i CO .
 
1 
36 
50 
1945 52 - .81 52 34 
16 .02 .30 
1937 76 - 1.80 33 44 
1938 44 - .40 25 45 
1939 - 6 + .38 11 32 
1940 28 - .11 21 44 
1941 28 — .14 19 43 
1942 - 33 + .93 80 46 
17 
1939 16 59 
- 1.02 .22 
34 
1940 45 — .39 SO 47 
1941 21 65 40 
1942 25 .07 7.4 44 
1943 94 - 1.14 87 53 
1944 105 1.13 98 62 
1945 123 — 1.50 94 58 
1946 - 6 + .49 94 55 
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Table 13 (Continued) 
^.1' R(ly^ ^ ,b^) R(l\,,S) 
-c -w 
''ij 
-w 
Line Year lyij 3-^1 J S.E. lyj^ J. b S. E. 
all all -.43 .04 
19 
1940 18 
- .90 
67 
2.05 
41 
1941 -426 + 7.12 77 47 
1942 18 78 46 
1943 23 90 54 
1944 - 66 1.23 100 63 
1945 607 7.13 100 62 
1946 407 - 4. 62 96 57 
20 
1939 30 
- .06 
30 
.38 
30 
1940 30 - ..82 25 38 
1941 21 — .12 19 32 
•1942 29 - .26 21 36 
1943 4 .48 27 42 
1944 24 27 42 
1945 &Z - 1.16 31 48 
21 -1.66 .31 
1943 2 2.17 50 34 
1944 §4 1.18 68 33 
1945 127 - O K'% 92 40 
1946 103 — 1476 99 48 
22 
1940 42 
- .53 
42 
.09 
42 
1941 41 .25 44 43 
1942 44 A .59 43 41 
1^43 54 — .71 49 47 
1944 40 46 45 
23 
1943 
1944 
52 
43 
.84 
52 
39 
.47 
52 
45 
1945 17 + .88 18 46 
1946 33 + .48 22 50 
24 
1940 54 
- *56 
54 
.27 
54 
1941 33 — .09 48 43 
1942 67 — .96 55 52 
1943 
1944 
— /-SG 
33 
+ 2.24 51 
59 
46 
53 
1945 168 - 2. 54 61 54 
1946 88 - .56. 88 80 
25 - .45 .14 
1939 35 - .21 43 42 
1940 71 — 1.15 44 4;^ 
1941 9 + .14 35 34 
1942 51 — .37 55 54 
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fable 13 (Gontlnued) 
Line Year 
RClyij, ^ ij) 1 ) 
lyij SIE. lyj^j B S.E. 
all 311 -.43 .04 
1943 72 - .87 51 50 
1944 55 - .43 56 55 
1945 S5 - .31 63 61 
1946 66 - ,65 50 48 
26 - .72 .63 
1943 28 28 28 
1944 35 43 40 
1945 39 — .72 39 32 
1946 48 •" .75 47 38 
2? 
- .92 .86 
1941 66 - .91 66 36 
1942 27 87 55 
1943 35 97 65 
1944 33 102 65 
31 
- .66 .18 
1944 55 - .55 58 52 
1945 66 - . S4 61 53 
1946 159 - 2.95 73 64 
32 - .38 .11 
1944 51 51 51 
1945 38 - .10 41 42 
1946 85 - 1.85 55 55 
33 
1932 47 47 47 
1933 4? 47 47 
1934 44 44 44 
1935 39 39 39 
1936 41 41 41 
34 
1936 42 42 42 
1937 41 41 41 
1938 46 46 46 
1939 39 39 39 
1940 39 39 39 
1941 38 38 38 
1942 36 36 36 
1943 50 50 50 
35 
1940 47 47 47 
1941 35 35 35 
1942 42 42 42 
1943 45 45 45 
1944 48 48 48 
1945 43 43 43 
1946 46 46 46 
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eell ©ffeets. ikfi extreme example appears in inbred line 4 
where the production rate was 8.57 eggs per day in 193? and 
-6*08 eggs per day in 1943. fhe line-year estimates with 
specific line regressions gave more reasonable answers. The 
general regressions did not give any iaf these ii^ossible 
answers. The sum of products between each of these parameter 
estimates and the right hand term of the corresponding 
equci„tions was 11,223,689. TMs number was the sum of squares 
due to fittingy^A ^ ij^, 
Ml of the parameter estimates were deterrained to the 
nearest fourth decimal for the reductions in sums of squsres. 
There, was no interest in this degree of accuracy for the para­
meter estimates themselves. However, -these estimates were 
multiplied by values as large a® 40»000 to obtain reductions 
in sums of squares. Since the mean square for error was 
appmximately 250, accuracy to the fourtii deeiraal was necessary 
to keep the error in each product of a parameter estimate and 
it corresponding right hand equation terra to less tiien one per­
cent of the mean square* 
The parameter estimates associated with R( 
shown in Table 14. These regressions are much more uniform due 
to the greater range in Inbreeding variation and to the increased 
number of individuals deteralnlng the regression* The increased 
reliability of regressions also gave the jointyA 4- 1^ term 
iBore reasonable values. The sum of squares associated with this 
set of pararaeters was 11,088,195 with 62 degrees of freedom. 
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Table 14. Least squares Egtima.te of the Joint Effect 
^+ 1^ with Different Sets of Famraeters. 
R(fi,yj.'E) RCl^L.b) 
Line H ll ^ 1 S.E. 
all 
-.37 -.28 ±.02 
1 174 -1.94 43 47 
3 46 - .41 35 39 
4 41 - .28 37 37 
5 41 - .30 34 42 
7 82 - .92 43 46 
a 56 - .48 40 41 
9 49 - .50 35 44 
11 38 . 25 35 36 
12 37 - . 31 30 32 
14 33 - .31 25 35 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
43 
31 
21 
37 
27 
- .38 
- .09 
4- . 02 
- .36 
- .23 
33 
37 
40 
2a 
21 
35 
42 
46 
32 
33 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
46 
40 
53 
47 
30 
.52 
.09 
.49 
.42 
.55 
34 
54 
39 
35 
20 
41 
47 
46 
41 
33 
27 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
•11 
45 
43 
42 
45 
42 
+ .52 
- .24 
- .40 
37 
40 
33 
33 
35 
32 
38 
52 
52 
44 
41 
44 
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The total sura of squares, uncorrected for the mean, was 
13,458,889 with 8933 degrees of freedom. With tiAs informa­
tion, the hspothesis was tested that line-year interaction 
was zero. With this hypothesis, it was assumed that the year-
inbreedlng interaetion witiiin lines is zero. 
D.F,  g .S. M.S. F 
3.67 11,19S,409 
11,088.195 
Interaction lOB 104,214 993** 3.85 
The portion of the total sua of squares not accountea for "by 
this first set of parameter estimates is the proper error 
term. D. F. S. S. M.S. 
Total SS 0953 13^452*889 
ACyA»lisyj#lyij,b^) __1§Z 11.192.409 
Error 8?66 2,260,480 258 
To test the correctness of the assumption madis above, 
that year-*inbriseding Intfiraction within a line is zero, the 
d i f f e r e n c e  i n  s u m  o f  s q u a r e s  b e t w e e n  R ( ^  # 1 ^ * y ^ j » b j ^ j )  
and |l,^*yj»lyj^j ,b^) was determined* The estimates for 
fitting the latter set of parameters are si-own in Table 13. 
fiiese• parameter estiaates gaire the sum of squares used in 
the following 
hypothesisJ year--inbreeding interaction within lines = 0. 
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D.F. 
^ j J ^  2 3 0  
R (^ . i i , y j , i y i j , \ )  IS  
s. s M. S F 
11,223,689 
11.192.409 
63 31,280 497«* 1.94 
Total sum of square© 8933 13»452,889 
230 11 >283^689 
Error 8703 2,829,200 266 
Since there is a highly elgnlflcant Interaction wittdn lines 
•between inbreeding and years the pre"rlous test of year-
line interaction was not entirely valid. 
The test for the presence of specific line regression 
effects wa.s fieterjiined from the 
hypo-thesis: specific line regressions « general regression. 
M. S 
Specific regression 22 
effects 
11,121 505** 1.96 
fotal SS 8933 13,452,889 
167 11,192,409 
8766 2,260,480 258 Error 
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fhis shows a iiighly slgnlfloaiit difference between the 
general regression coefficient ans specific line regression 
wMch are shown in Table 14. The sum of squares used here 
was sore reliable thajii the difference in sum of squares be­
tween R(^ ^<3. B^,l^,yj,b) because the line-
year Interatlon was Knowk to be different from zero. If ly 
Interaction were truly zero, any difference between the two 
tests fiould be due to sarapllng erK>rs. 
The test of the presence of specific line effects and 
specific year effects was tested by the following 
f- • 
hypothesis: line effect * 0. specific line regressions 
and year-inbreeding interactions Ignored. 
M. S. P. 
4685** 17.48 
B.r, s. s. 
EC^,l^,yj,b) 40 11,072,147 
il^»yj,b> 15 10.955.030 
Lines 25 117,117 
fotal SS 8933 
1 ij[ * y^ ^ , 40 
Error 8893 
13,452,889 
11.072.147 
2,380,742 2^8 
l^pothesls year * 0. 
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B.F. S.S. M.S. F. 
m(^ ,li, yJ ,^) 40 11,07S, 14? 
; Ry 26 10,960.407 
Tears 14 111,880 79??** 29.76 
Error (Same as la hypothesis: lj_ * 0) 268 
These analyses clearly siiow that line differences and yearly 
differences were real. The estimates of these line and year 
pararaeters are shown in Table 14 and 15. 
fable 18. Least SQaares Estimate of Yearly .Effects with 
Different Sets of Parameters. 
Rtrj.yj.'E) jlLliIi 
S S.E. 
-.32 ^01 
Line 
all -.37 
3 4.0 4.8 S.4 
4 4» 5 6,7 7.1 
5 8 .4 1.6 
6 -1.9 -2.7 -1.8 
7 -4.1 -4.9 -3.6 
8 -1.4 -2.0 -2.0 
9 -1.7 -2,1 - .9 
10 , -7.5 -8.0 -8.6 
11 -E.7 -2. 2  -2.2 
12 -6.3 -6.6 -6.9 
13 - .6 - .9 - .9 
14 2.1 1.8 .3 
1& 6.5 6.9 5.2 
16 2.0 2.7 1.3 
17 6. 3 7.2 S.9 
The existenoe of a general regression coefficient was 
•^ 0-
testea from the 
hypothesis; General .regFtssloH « o 
B.F. S. S. M.S. F. 
145 11,101,288 
R(iy) im 5.519.290 
General BegresEieii 1 8,661,998 5,661,988** 21,946. 
Total SS 893S 13,4SS,899 
14§ 11.181.288 
8788 2,271,601 258 
The test of sig^ifieasi®© showed m extpemely high F value 
wMeh conflras th@ general ©pinion that Inbreeding has an 
effeet on ©gg produotlon. 
Gr. SHipijdard Errors of Parameters Estimated by 
Least Squares. 
Henderson (1948), states that the error variance of a 
parameter estiaat©d by leaat squares is the element of the 
inverse aatrix, corresponding to the estimated parameter 
times the population error variance. The matrix of tne co­
efficients of nom&l equations is the one inverted. He also 
stated that the aatrlx of coefficients resulting froia the 
absorption of a set of nona&l equations have the identical 
inverse as their corresponding portion of the entire 
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Imvertea matrix. 
The In-rerslon of a matrix larger than tiie lOtb ordf r is 
an extremelj tedious- taak. Find the standard errors of 
the parajaeters 1|_,, ©ven after the absorption of the 1^^ 
equation, requires the impraotical task of inverting a 38 
X 38 matrix (15 ytars -f 23 line regression). The standard 
eTTOPB of & regression assoelated with the Joint effect of 
^ Ij^ 4- ly^j were r&ther easily obtained, as all the 
joint effects were absorbed into one equation i»ith one unknown. 
Because there was only one Talue in the matrix to be in­
serted Sfi this particular ease, the inverse was simply the 
reciprocal of the coefficient of b in the normal regression 
e«luatlon in which all the Joint effects had been absorbed 
into the one b equation, 
•fhe R(ly^j»S) has 14S equations which were absorbed 
into the one regression equation and gives: 
1380210 b - 554.56 
b * .-^59. 
The inversion of the matr3.x ®'f the coefficient of b is 
siiiply 1/150210, and the indiviaual error raean square for 
this set of paraiaeters Is 258. fhus, the error variance for 
the regression is .0#80 and the standard error is .045. This 
rounded regression and its standard error Is .43 +,04^able 13). 
The standard erros of the specific line regressions are 
shown in Table 13. Since these standard errors of regression 
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follow the t aistrlbution., the difference between the general 
regressloa. and speeifie Ita© regression must toe 1.96 or 2.58 
times thetr standard error to be significant- at the ,06 and 
.01 probability levels, respeetlvely. The t test shows the 
regressions for line 11, 1?., 21, 23 were the only ones whioh 
were significantly different from the general regression. 
Tiiese differenoeg beti,f©©n specific line regressions and the 
general reg,resslon are not necessarily significant, as the 
coffiparison by t test betiteen the extreme groups and the mean 
is not entirely •ralia. 
H. Estimation of farianee Components. 
fhe least squares estimates of line, years, and .regression 
parameters in ECy/fl^^,y^,bl) were not entirely valid because 
tMs set of parameters asgymed line-year Interactions and the 
within line year-inbreeding interaction to be aero. The test 
of these interactions showed that they were different from zero. 
variance components of these interactions and main effect 
would peKBlt an estimate of how badly the aseuraptions of 
Inter&etions being zero invalidated the estimates of the main 
effects. 
Henderson (1948), showed & method of estimating variance 
cofflponentg with disproportionate numbers which involved in­
verting matrices. The coH^utational work for a problem of 
this size made the use of tMe method prhibitive. 
'fb© pidmary Interest in Tarianoe coraponentg was in 
deterainlng the relative size of the main effects and inter-
aetion coaponents rather than their actual value. This wag 
aeco iipli she a frora the mfiaji of 5 aaaples of yeaio-line sub-
clasaes in wMoh all cells in the sample were filled. The 
first saraple was composed of all lines which were represented 
In eaoii of the years froa 193? through 1941. The third 
saaaiile coTered the period 1940 to 1945. There were 4 lines 
represented in each of these samples. These three samples 
were the largest obtainable and covered approximately the 
entire period of the data. 
The foartii sample was taJten so as to give the raaxiraura 
nuaber of yearly effects, and the fifth the greatestnumber 
of lines. 
In each sample correction was made for inbreeding by 
the estimated specific line regression ooefficient obtained 
from least squares. The value assigned to each line-year 
subclass was its expected aean production rate i?ith zero 
inbreeding. Using these expected values, the estimates of 
variance components were aetermined as for equal subclass 
nuiibers. In tMs oaee each subclass contained only one value, 
which was the expected rate of production with no inbreeding. 
The error oompoaent i.n this method was the year-line 
interaction. There was no individual error variance available 
to test the slpjiflcanee of this Interaction, because mejins 
were used rather than, the f^eords on indl.vldual birds. This 
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Isok of an infil:rldu^ erTOr tewa was not particularly serious 
in tiiis case, because interest was primarily in the- relative 
slae of the components rather than their actual values. 
The variance oomponents estimated from the mean of the 
line-year subclass values aecor<3ing to the method illustrated 
by Snedecor (1946), gave the results shown in Table 16. These 
Table 16. Istlaation of Variance CJoraponents by Sampling 
from the Means of Tear-Line Subclasses Adjusted 
for Inbreeding. 
SawDleg' 
Tears ' ' Lines /T' 
1935-1938 4, 8, 11, 12 ' 
1957-1941 4, 12, 16, 34 
1940-1.946 17, 24, 25, 35 
1939-194-6 17, 28 
1944-1946 5, 12, 19, 21, 23, 24, 
25, gS, 31, 52, 35 
©stiraateg sJriow that yearly effects contribute about as much to 
the total variance of egg production rates as do the line-year 
interactions. The differences between lines had from 7 to 13 
tiaes more Influence on total variance than the line-year 
interactions. 
The estimated yearly parameters in which line-year 
interaction was assuiiea aero aiay be rather inaccurate because 
the Variance component assuraeri to be zero was about as 
2 
IJ 
2 2 
^1 
IB 28 216 
17 7 118 
52 45 302 
54 92 509 
SO 1 540 
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large as tlie yearly eoiapoiient, flie egtlmated line paraBeters 
were relatively more accurate than the yearly parameters when 
l ine-year*  in teract ion was assumed to be zero.  
More of the TOriatiori in egg rates oan be attributed, 
to lines than to either ye&rs or line-year interaction. 
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VI. BISOUSSION 
lift or€@r to discuss applications of the results of the 
foregoing analysis it is first necessary to define the popu­
lation wMch has been sampled, and second, to consider how 
accurately the sample represents that population. In this 
study the population universe may be considered as including 
all dosestlcated fowl {0allus domesticus) kept primarily for 
®gg production, the population is stratified because it is 
composed of several breeds. Furthermore, each breed may 
consist of varieties and strains. Data for tills study caiae 
fTOBi only one breed - WMte Leghorns. The amount of bias due 
to sampling only one breed depends on the importance of breed 
differences. 
Next, one needs to consider ho?/ ?/ell the Leghorn breed 
itself was sarapled- The 23 Inbred and 5 non-inbred lines in 
this study were obtained from England, New Jersey, Massa-
cfauasets, Minnesota, Idato, Oklahoma, and several breeders in 
Iowa. Since this sample represents a wide geographic area, 
it should represent also a wide sample of the genes of the 
Leghorn breed. On the other hand, most of the lines studied 
were off-shoots of the foundation stock wnich originated at 
tiie Iowa Station in 1926. Consequently, a high inter-line 
relatlonsMp existed, so in trds respect tne present data 
represent a narrow sample of the genes of the Leghorn breed. 
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fh©se two restrictions of sampling tend to cancel one another, 
but it is not possible to determine exactly how much. 
If one is willing to assume t>iat the Leghorn breed 
represents a fairly hofflogeneous population, the results ob­
tained from tnis would apply to this breed. Application to 
other breeds would be aore hazardous., since they might or might 
not respond to the effects of inbreeding in a siiailar way. 
Different breeds are not expected to"be alike in genetic 
composition. Particularly, it would not seetn Justifiable to 
assume th:::.t inbreeding the American breeds would produce the 
same effects as inbreeding the White Leghorn. Very probably 
the genetic constitution of the Leghorn differ® quite widely 
from that of iteerican breeds. Leghorns are a very old breed 
originating in tne Mediterranean area, wMle American breeds 
such &8 the Plymouth Boek and Rhode Island Red are of more 
recent origin and were de-reloped by crosses involving Asiatic, 
Mediterranean, and English breeds of fowls (McG-re^, 1926). 
Because of the relationship among the lines analyzed, 
line differences are smaller than would be expected from an 
equal number of non-related lines. Waters and Lambert (19,36a) 
showed the average relationship between t,ne lines represented 
in 1936 was 50 percent, fhe relationship between t-o inbred 
lines does not change as long as both lines are maintained as 
a closed flock and the inbreeding coefficient remains const nt. 
As txie inbreeding increases, the original relationship between 
lines deopeages. The relationship bet?jeen lines Is reduced 
to ci roximatelj one-half its former value ts-henever a line 
is oiiterossed. Sinee 1936 tiae a-varage relationship among 
lines has decr*eased both bj outcrossing and by the Increase 
In inbreeding that has occurred. The average relationship 
anong the llEes for the entire e:xperinient is eonslderatoly 
less than th^it in 1936. 
About one-third of the total number of birds in this 
study were in .**noii-inbred*', lines* As there were only t??o 
occasions of outcrossing In the 15 years covered in these 
data, some Inbreeding must have tafeen place. MacLaury (1949) 
estlffiated the inbreeding araon^g these ^non-Inbred" groups to 
be less than 4 percent from 1932 through 1942. The esstlmates 
on successive years from 1943 through 1946 were 5, 8, 11, and 
14. percent, respectively. Since Individual inbreeding co­
efficients were not deter?nlned for the ••non-inbreds*', any 
adjustfflent for inbreeding w>uia have to be laade on a group or 
yearly basl.®. Because tids adjustment was not ma.de, yearly 
differences were confounded with inbreeding effects among the 
wnon-inbred'* lines. Consequently, line differences should be 
somewhat greater and the variance within lines somewhat smaller. 
The inclusion of these non-inbred birds gave a greater 
nuaber of Individuals for the determination of yearly effects. 
The "non-lnbreds" did not Influence any of the inbreeding 
regressions obtained by least squares, beo^-use the coefficient 
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of the estimated regression paraiaeter in its normal equations 
was zero. Thus the equations, with a non-intored line as the 
leading term, were independent of the inbreeding regression 
coefficient. 
Soiie indication of the nature of the Influence of in^ 
breeding on egg production was ototainec from the aniilysis of 
the 1939 data comparing inbreds with single crosses* The 
results suggest that capacity for egg _produotion is related, to 
the general Tigor of the hen, since the inbredB in laying 
condition produced eggs at as fast a net rate^ as single 
crosses. The fact that the inbreds Isiid fewer eggs over the 
entire year resulted from taking aore and longer rest periods, 
i.e. pauses. Inbreeding penaits an expression of the un­
desirable recessive genes which may affect the general vigor 
or health of the bird. Therefore, these genes may be 
unfavorable to continuous egg production* Evidence was ob­
tained that the decrease in sjinual egg production resulting 
from inbreeding ie caused by an increase in number and length 
of pause -periods* Net rate^ of egg production appears not 
to be affected by inbreeding. 
Bisproportionate numbers made the analysis of the data 
laore difficult. The usual, analysis of variance is not valid 
under this condition* A random selection of individuals to 
give proportionate subclasses would make the analysis simpler, 
let rate ie based on an interval which does not include 
time spent in'p.ause® o,f over 7 days. 
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but would not faake efficient use of the data. Moreover, fnls 
method is not applicable to these datsi because tnere are no 
records for some subclasses. The metnod of least squares Is 
the fiiost appropriate analysis available for disproportionate 
numbers, 
Istiraates of general regression of egg production on 
inbreeding, ranging frera -.28 to -.43, were obtained by 
various ststistloal aethods. The most reliable estimate 
was obtained from the least squares analysis. This aetnod 
gave a regression of -.43 04 and. is the most accurate be­
cause It corrects for lines, years, and line-year Interaction. 
According to this regreislon, a line with 60 -ereent pro­
duction before Inbreeding would be expected to have 'SB 
percent productl:;-n at 50 percent inbreeding. At 80 percent 
inbreeding the e3g)eeted productlnn would be 26 percent. This 
would Im^/ly that a considerable amount of inbreeding is 
possibles without seriously hampering the reproductive capacity 
of the line, in so far as yearly eg-c pTOductlon is concerned. 
However, other consequences of inbreeding would also need to 
be considered- Wilson (194?.) pointed out that reproductive 
capacity is a product of four components: vl?. (1) egg pro­
duct! nj (2) fertility; (3) hatchability; and (4) viability 
of offspring. These ooiaponents act multiplic&tively to pro­
duce the replacements necessary to raaintain an inbi»ed line. 
If there is considerable variation aiaong lines in regression 
of reproductive capacity due to inbreeding,an efficient 
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breeding method would be to start with many small lines. 
Tfeese coula "be intensely in'tored with the expectation that 
only the better lines would, surviire. Line having good re-
proauctlve capaeity would then be easily ejQ3anded to a euf-
fielent number so that they might be tested as to their 
merits in sig^le croos or hybrid oosiblnation. 
The results indicated that the refgresslon of production 
rate on Inbreeding above 25 percent was Mnear but was non­
linear under.25 percent. This may have resulted from line-
Inbreeding interaction, Those lines most adversely affected 
by Inbreeding would tend to become extinct sooner thi-.n tiiose 
lines less affected by inbreeding. Consequently, the former 
would sJioir their influence on the lower Inbreeding classes. 
For example,/ a line wlt.u a 60 percent egg pmdUQtlon rate 
before inbreeding and a specific regression of -2.0 for egg 
production rate on inbreeding would ^ out of existence after 
inbreeding exceeded 25 percent, fhis would tend to ms.ke the 
over^l regression- appear curvilinear. 
fhe least squares analysis showed that the lines in this 
study were significantly different in egg laying capacity. The 
only way two lines can differ"genetically is in the propor­
tion of genes they conta.ln. If two lines originate from 
different sources., important differences in gene frequency may 
exist before inbi^eding coramences. Any previous selection 
which had been practiced and any previous inbreeding would be 
major causes that would tend to make stocks differ in gene 
frequency, fhe probability of fixing a gene through 
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inbreeding, assuming no selection for tiiat gene, is equal to 
tiie frequency of that gene In the population. Suppose that 
qA » ,7 and qa » .3 in flock one, and qk ^  .2 and qa * .8 
isi flock 2. If iftbred lines are deTCloped from both of these 
flocks, the majclnum probability would be ,7 x .8 or .56 for 
gene A beooiilng fixed Iw line one and gene & becoming fixed 
in line 2. As the probability of gene a becoming fixed in 
line one ana. gene A in line 2 is .06, the chanpse of inbred 
lines froro the above populations beooming fixed for (3iffere.nt 
alleles is .62. By differenee, the chance of both lines be­
coming fixed for the jsaiie allele is .38. Selection, of course, 
may alter this to gone extent, but since the effect of 
selection for egg production is shown, to be a relatively 
weak' force, compared to inbre^'dlng, selection cannot play a 
la.rge part in directing the gene frequency actually established 
in an inbred, line. Random d.rlft of genes at Kendellan 
segregation ¥^uld be the most importajnt. Sublines ^.fould tend 
to differ as a result of segregating genee at the time the 
.8ublln€?s were split off from the parent line. 
The ImportiyJice of chance in changin.g gene frequency has 
been discussed by Lush (1946). He snowed that the variance 
of chance changes- in gene frequency is equal to: , 
2x^ 
where q is the gene frequency and 1/x is the fraction of 
genes in a line contributed by one Individual* In the 
d©velo|.>ffient of the present inbred lines of Leghorns, full-sib 
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matlii-g vmB the most coaraon system ,of breeding. In this case 
X Is equal to 2, and if we ascume q equal to .5, the standard 
de¥iatl..m of chance ohrSJige In q is ,18. The primary effect 
of Inbreeding Is to increase the frequency of one gene ©nd 
decrease the frequency of its allele. Therefore, as q be­
comes large, the standard deviation decreases, and the chance 
for fixing the allele becomes smaller. Thus, inbred lines 
may differ genetically because certain genes have become 
fixed in'one line and tii.e alleles fixed in another line. 
Since it ig highly improbable that inbred lines of poultry 
will ever be made conmletely homozygous, a considerable portion 
of the differences between lines vould be due to differences 
in gene frequency which are greater than zero but less than 1, 
The least squares analysis sho¥/ed yearly differences to 
be highly significant, assuming no llne-ye^::ir interaction. 
The assumption was not entirely valid, because line-year 
inters.ction proved significant. Tnis bias is not considered 
important because it would be remarkable if yearly differences 
did .'aot exist. differences in nutrition, prevalence of 
disease, .smd variable factors of manageraent are kn^wn to have 
occurred In the different years. Although these environmental 
factors are believed to be the principal cause of yearly 
differences, it is at least conceivable that yearly differences 
may silso have a hereditary basis, particularly when inbreeding 
is practiced. fhe net change in total genetic composition of 
the lines from one year to another ivould be construed as a 
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yearly difference. TMs is of some importance when the naraber 
of liiice are email and they are in the early stages of 
inbreeding. 
Because lines differ in their genetic complex as pre-
vi msly discussed, they may not respf»nd alike to identical 
environments. Line x year illuetrates an Interaction between 
heredity a-nd enidronment. An example taken from the data 
will ms-Jfee this clear. Production rates for lines 25 and 31 
were 38 ana 39 percent, respectively, in 1945. In 1946 the 
production of line 25 dropped to 25 percent, wriile line 31 
increased to 48 percent. Aside from the fact tiv.at thesf-
differences may be due to chance , it is possible t-icit in 1945 
a disease organism prot'uced an infection to which both lines 
28 and 31 were susceptible. In 1946 & different disease may 
have been present* The genetic composition of line 25 may 
have been such that it was highly susceptible to the 194n 
disec.se so that production dTOpped 13 percent* Ho^;ver, line 
31 might have be-;n highly resistant to the disease organ!881 
present in 1946 and in, the absence of the 1945 disease 
org;:-riism the production r3t,e of this line increased 9 percent. 
Another factor operating to bring about a line x yea.r 
interaction 1B that genetic composition of inbred lines con­
tinually undergoes -changes^ particularly in the. early stages 
of inbreeding. Thus, for eiBmple, the actual genetic 
difference between lines 1 and 2- in one year might not be 
the same In pother year. Lln©-year interaction, therefore, 
aay result from ehanoe clianges in gene trequeney as In­
breeding progresses. 
Since lines differ in genetle composition, those lines 
having the sost fa'^rable genes in the highest frequency would 
be the easiest to inbreed. Those lines having M.gh gene 
frequency for recesslw genes lassuaed to be less desirable 
than tlie dominant genes) iwjuld be eipeeted to show greater 
deterior^^tion and hence, a steeper regression of egg pro­
duction on inbreeding. 
Senes .nay fee undesirable because of the way in which 
they react to a specific enTlronraent. Suppose gene A is 
favorable for egfg production indirectly as the general vigor 
of a, bird is affected, the direct action of this gene is 
to resist a specific disease. Tills in turn tends to keep the 
bird in laying condition. Accordingly, the number of eggs 
that the bird produced is affected. Years In which tMs 
specific disease organiiw %s present will cause the inbreeding 
to be raore severe because birds hoffiozygoue for the recessive 
gene are susceptible to the specific disease. Inbreeding 
TOuia be less hamful in year® in which the organlem for this 
specific dieease is not present. 
Tmm these data, egg production was sJbowi to decrease .43 
percent for each one percent increase in inbreeding. If egg 
production has a heritable basis, selection m>uld oppose the 
injurious effects of inbreeding. Ck>ffistock and Winters (1944), 
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reported on the level at. wrdoh thea® tis?o forces are in 
•balanee, fhe euooess of clianglrig a trait by selection ia 
largelj aepeadent wpon the herltaMllty of the trait. Ee-
tioates of the heritabiliti' of egg production reported in 
the literature ha^e ranged from 5 to percent. There 
is reason to belle-re that, the lower estimate is nearer the 
true ifal^®. If the^hej^tsMllty of egg production is assumed 
to be 5,percent, ana 30 percent of the flock are needed for 
replacements, the possible gain by selection on an inaividual 
basis would be balaneea. by 2.2 percent inbreeding per 
generation. This assumes tha.t egg production is norraally 
distribiited. Even if breeding flock replaceiient could be 
maintained with 10 percent of the birds raised, selection for 
egg production could only be expected to eouteraet 3.3 
percent of inbreeding per generation. If the herltabllity of 
egg pTOduction is greater than 5 percent, selection ^idll 
balance a larger inbreeding effect. 
Family seleotloii for e.gg production Is probably more 
effective th&n individual selection, Nordskog (1948), showed 
that family selection for egg production, with 5 full-sibB 
per faelly is 1.3 times more effective than IndlTldual selection 
*lth S percent herltabllity. TMs ^ount of selection will 
counteract the effect of 2.8 percent inbreeding per generation. 
If siae of family were increased to 20 full-sibs, only 4.2 
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percent Inbreeding could be balanced by this selction pressure. 
Lush (194?) showed that selection based on a combination 
of the indlTldual ane, fcimll.y performance Is most effective. 
Oorabination selection with familleg. of size 5 w:>al6 only 
count,erckct 4.8 percent inbreeding per generation. Intense 
Inbree-ding, therefore, is a much stronger force in decreasing 
procluctioni than selection is in Increasing production. These 
illustrations stow tciat it -would be impractical to develop a 
higMy inbred line with increments of inbreeding per generation 
so small that selection could overcome the injurious inbreeding 
effect. It would appear also that production-..witMn a closed 
flock of only 5 or 6 males la very unlikely because of the 
inbreeding that would occur. 
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?II., SU&WARY AID CONCLUSIONS 
The following eoncluslons were based on a study of 
records of egg production on" 9,999 Single Comb White Leghorns 
at Iowa State College from 1932 to 1946, These birds were 
part of an Inbreeding projeet which started in 1926. Since 
that time there haire been 9 Introductions of outside blood, 
to the. foundation stock, but these represented a wide geo-
grapMc area. The birds were classified into 23 inbred and 
3 non-inbred linea. With only 9 different sources of breeding 
stock In addition to the foundation stock, it is evident 
that all of the Inbred lines are not distinct. Many of these 
lines were really related sublines. In 1936 the relationship 
among lines wag approximately 50 percent, but the mean 
relstionship over all years was much less. Full-sib and 
half-slb matings were generally practiced. The inbreeding co­
efficients ranged from 0 to 85 percent. 
The following conclusions are based on the results of 
this study. The least squares pro-cedure was the principal 
sta.tistical method used in the analysis of these data. 
1. The average tnbred line was maintained as a closed 
flock for 5 years and tne non-inbred lines for 8 years. 
2. A prellmlnsry analysis of pause periods (i.e. non-
production periods) was made between 53 inbreds and 61 single 
cross birds. tonual egg production of the inbreds and single 
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crosses wss ?6 and 144 eggs, respectively. The 1 ntorec! G had 
B ig r i l f i can t l y  more  to ta l  t ime In  pauses  longer  than  7  day: ,  
Howe-^er, both groiaps had approximately the same net rate of 
procluction, I.e. when pause periods exceeding 7 day;-; i-yere 
excluded, 
3. Date of hatch liad a greater Influence on pullet year 
prodactiorx rate than age at sexual maturity, 
4. The regression of age at sexual maturity on hatciiing 
date, ws.s -.25 ±,22  for the inbreds and .68 i.l? for the 
non-inbrefis. 
5. Date of hatch, had little effect on total product! .-ni 
rate. Bowe'^er, bi.r€s hatched, before February 15 had a lo-.-er 
p rod u c ti o n rat e. 
6. Th:- regression of age at sexual maturity on inbreeding 
coefficient was..29 ^.10, No corrections were made for date 
of hatch, 
7. Pullet year egg production divided into 3 periods 
according to season. Inbreeding influenced egg production 
similarly in each of these three periods. 
8. A regression of -,54 ^.01 wa.s obtained when egg pro­
duction rate and inbreeding were e^^pressed as the changes be­
tween the p.arent and offspring. 
9. The differences in egg production among the Inbred 
lines wf^re highly significant. The differences would probably 
have been greater if the lines had been unrelated. 
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10* The general regression of egg production on percent 
Inbreeding was -.43 t,04. as determined by tlie method of 
least aquares. 
11. The effe^ct of inbreeding on egg production was 
linear after* tiie inbreeding coefficient became greater than 
25 x^ercent. 
12. Specific line regressions were signlfic/intly dif­
ferent from the genera.1 regression of egg production rate on 
inbreeding coefficient. 
13. fhe interaction bet?=feen lines ana years was rlgnly 
significant. 
14. The Tariance components for lines was much greater 
than tx'jii.t for either years or llne-ye;..:^r interaction. 
15. Inbreeding hud a muoh stronger influence than 
selection in.changing egg production. 
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